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Abstract 
The theory of group schemes and their liftings to mixed characteristic valuation rings 
is well-developed. In [Fal02], a new equi-characteristic analogue of group schemes, 
known as group schemes with strict 0-action, or strict 0-modules, was proposed and 
developed, including Dieudonne theory. In [Abr04], their theory was studied over a 
complete discrete valuation ring. In this Thesis, a version of Dieudonne theory is 
developed for the strict 0'-modules of [Abr04] over a perfect field, using constructions 
of [Fon77], using very different methods from those deployed in [Fal02]. 
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Chapte:r 1 
Construction of the category of 
deformed group schemes 
1.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we define the basic objects we will work with, which consist of a 
group scheme G, together with a scheme G"J containing G as a closed subscheme 
via a morphism ig : G - GfJ. It will be proved that, for all suitable 'lifts' G"J 
of G, there is a unique lifting of the group morphisms of G to G"J, such that the 
triple (G, G"J, ig) is a 'group object' (a kind of deformation) Q. Having constructed 
such group objects, we endow them with an '0-action', a homomorphism of rings 
tJ- End(Q), for some complete discrete valuation rings tJ. 
Objects such as the above triple are essentially Faltings' 'group schemes with 
strict tY-action', as developed in his paper [Fal02]. The form of these objects which 
we shall use was first introduced in [Abr04]. 
Our approach differs from Faltings' in that it allows us to define 'minimal' ob-
jects, which help us in our attempts to classify categories of objects explicitly. We 
adopt the definitions of [Abr04]. 
In this chapter, our exposition is over a perfect field of characteristic p, and 
over a complete noetherian local ring. Where our statements (and their proofs) are 
different for fields and rings, we provide different (and separate) statements and 
proofs, since working over fields often simplifies the situation, and allows us to use 
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more elementary techniques than for rings. 
This chapter is the basis for the main results of this thesis, which are contained 
in chapter 2, and concern Dieudonne Theory in characteristic p. It should be noted 
that this theory and the results developed in chapter 2 do not depend on any of the 
results proved here for rings, but merely on the results for fields. 
Finally, where we work with finite free (ie, finitely generated and free as R-
modules) R-algebras over local rings R, note that this condition is equivalent to 
requiring our R-algebras to be fiat (Lemma A.l); therefore our results can be con-
sidered the analogue of results about finite fiat R-group schemes, for R local. 
1.2 Completions of algebras 
In this section, we discuss some basic properties of the algebras we will be working 
with. 
From now on, let R be a complete noetherian local ring. We denote its maximal 
ideal by m, and its residue field by k. We assume throughout that k is perfect and 
of characteristic p > 0. 
Although our results do not depend on the choice of a particular ring, they 
are motivated by cases like R = k, R = Zp or finite ramified extensions of Zp, 
R = Zpf(pn), R = k[[1r]), and R = k[[7rlJ/(7rn). We are motivated by analogous 
results classifying finite fiat group schemes over complete discrete valuation rings. 
Definition 1.2.1. Let Aug~ be the category whose objects are augmented R-
algebras which are finitely generated as R-modules, with morphisms defined as 
follows: if A, B E Aug~, with augmentation ideals !A and 18 respectively, then 
morphisms f : A - B are morphisms of R-algebras such that f(IA) C 18 . It's 
easily verified that Aug~ is a category. 
Let AugR be the full subcategory of Aug~ whose objects are freeR-modules. 
Remark 1.2.2. If A E Aug~, then for any R-algebra S, A Q9 S E Aug~. 
Remark 1.2.3. Clearly if R = k is a field, then Aug~= AugR. 
-- -·- ---------------
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We define a map from AugR to the category of projective limits of augmented 
R-algebras by 
A '""' A1oc = lim A/ I~ 
f---"-
n 
for all A E AugR with augmentation ideal IA· A morphism f: A--+ Bin AugR, for 
B E AugR with augmentation ideal Is satisfies f(IA) C Is, and therefore f(IA.) C I8 
for all n E N; therefore the composition 
f A --+ B --+ B I I~ 
factors through A/ IA. for each n E N, and therefore f induces a family of maps 
A/ IA. --+ B / I8 for each n E N, and hence a morphism floc : Aloe --+ Bloc, such that 
the following diagram commutes 
A __!___, B 
1 1 
Hence our map A'""' Aloe is a functor. 
We now prove that if R = k, then any A E Augk maps to a finite k-algebra A10c; 
the proof is elementary. 
Lemma 1.2.4. If A E Augk (with augmentation ideal IA), then Aloe is a quotient 
of A, hence a k-algebra which is finitely generated as a k-module. Further, Aloe is 
local, with maximal ideal equal to the image of IA in Aloe, which we shall henceforth 
Proof. Consider the chain of ideals 
I A ::::> I~ ::::> • • • ::::> I~ ::::> ... 
Each is a k-vector subspace of A. If IA. f= I~+ I, then dimk I~ > dimk I~+ I; hence the 
chain must stabilize after a finite number of steps: IA. = I~+l for all n ~ N, where 
N is some fixed positive integer. (In fact, A is an Artin ring). 
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To see that Aloe is local, with maximal ideal /Aloe, note that IZoe = 0 for some 
N E N; therefore !Aloe is in every prime ideal of Aloe. !Aloe is maximal since 
Aloe !I Aloe rv A/ !A ~ k; therefore !Aloe is the only prime ideal of Aloe' and Aloe 
is local. D 
We prove an analogous result for A E AugR; however, our methods are somewhat 
less elementary, and depend on a result from the theory of completions: 
Theorem 1.2.5. Let R be a complete noetherian local ring. If A is a commutative 
R-algebra that is finite as an R-module, then A has only finitely many maximal 
ideals mi, each localization Allli is a complete local ring over R which is finite as an 
R-module, and A = Tii Allli is the direct product of its localizations. 
Proof. This result is [Eis95, Corollary 7.6], and a complete proof is given there. D 
Lemma 1.2.6. Aloe ~ lim A/(IA + mA)n. Further, Aloe is a finite free R-module, 
i-
n 
and is equal to the localisation of A with respect to !A+ mA, which is a maximal 
ideal of A. 
Proof. Because R is complete, R rv ~ Rjmn by definition, and since inverse limits 
n 
commute with finite direct sums, any finite rank free R-module M = R$m satisfies 




n n m 
rv ~~Aj(mm A+!~) 
n m 




where the last equality follows by Lemma A.2, because mn A+ I.A C (mA + IA)n and 
(mA + IA?n C mn A+ !_A. Hence Aloe~ ~A/ (fA+ mA)n. 
n 
Clearly !A +mA is a maximal ideal of A; hence the map A~ limA/(IA +mAt 
i-
n 
factors through A 1A+mA, by a property of completions at maximal ideals. But 
by Theorem 1.2.5, AlA+mA is complete, so AIA+mA rv ll!!!A/(IA +mAt. Further 
n 
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lim A/ (I A+ mAf is fiat over A, as localization is fiat. Since A is in turn free over 
~ 
n 
R by definition, lim A/ (IA +mAt is fiat over R. It is also finite over R, as it is a 
+---
n 
summand of A by Theorem 1.2.5, and therefore free over R by Lemma A.l. D 
Therefore, whether we work over R or k, we will be able to assume that Aloe ~ 
~A/ I.A rv 1!!!! Af(mA+IA)n ~ AmA+IA throughout the rest of this Thesis; these dif-
n n 
ferent characterizations will prove useful to us at different times. We will also make 
use of the fact that Aloe is a finite quotient of A from time to time, as established 
in Theorem 1.2.5. 
Remark 1.2.7. Since the functor A t------7 Aloe maps A E AugR to some finite fiat 
augmented R-algebra Aloe, it is actually a functor from AugR to AugR. 
Finally, we define an invariant of A, for any A E AugR; it is the minimum number 
of generators of the augmentation ideal of A. 
Definition 1.2.8. For any A E Aug~,:let m(A) denote the minimum number of 
elements of A required to generate its augmentation ideal. 
Proof. If 
is any surjection of augmented k-algebras, then it clearly induces a surjection 
so m(A10e) ~ rankk !Aloe/ I~loe· 
Since A1oe is a finitely generated local k-algebra, any set of generators X 1 , ... , Xn 
of !Aloe/ J~Ioe together with !lift by Nakayama's Lemma to a set of generators of Aloe 
as a k-algebra. Therefore m(A10e) ::; rankk Aloe/ J~Ioe) and hence we have equality. 
D 
Corollary 1.2.10. Let A E AugR. Then m(!Aioe) = rankk !Aloe/ I~loe 0 k. 
Proof. By the previous result, I Aloe 0 k can be generated by rankk I Aloe/ J~Ioe 0 k 
generators. Therefore take a set X 1 , ... , Xn of generators of !Aloe 0 k, where n = 
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rankk !Aloe/ I~loe 0 k. Since !Aloe 0 k ~ IAioe/mlAioe, any lifts of XI, 0 0 0 'Xn to !Aloe 
will generate it as an R-module, by Nakayama's Lemma. Therefore m(A10e) < 
rankk !Aloe/ I~loe 0 k. As in the proof of the previous result, we have m(A10e) > 
rankk !Aloe/ I~loe 0 k, and hence our equality. D 
1.3 Deformations of R-algebras 
In this section, we define a category DAR, of deformations of algebras A E AugR; 
we first sketch this construction, and then define it rigorously. 
To each A E AugR, we associate a triple (A, A 11 , iA), where A 11 E Aug~, and 
iA is a surjection A11 ---t Aloe, where iA satisfies certain properties; such triples will 
constitute the objects of our category. Morphisms will be pairs 7 = (!, J"), where 
f and f" are morphisms in AugR, satisfying certain compatibility conditions. 
Definition 1.3.1. We begin by defining objects. in our category. An object A E 
DAR is a triple (A, A 11 , iA), such that A E AugR (with augmentation ideal IA)and 
A 11 E Aug~ (with augmentation ideal I A•) and there is a ring R[X I, ... , Xm] with 
an ideal I C (XI, ... , Xm) such that if 
then 
We denote by iA the natural surjection A 11 ---t Aloe of R-algebras. We denote the 
image of IA in Aloe under the functor A~ Aloe by !Aloe; in other words, 
/Aloe=~ fA/ J~. 
n 
Remark 1.3.2. This definition is slightly different from the one in [Fa102], where there 
is no Aloe; instead, that construction takes a surjection R[XI, ... , Xm] - A, and 
defines A11 = R[XI, ... , Xml/ !(XI, ... , Xm), where I is the kernel of the surjection. 
Our definition (which follows [Abr04]) has the effect of 'covering' only a local 
quotient of A. This will allow us to define minimal objects DAR, which behave 
rather like deformation retracts. 
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Having defined the objects in DAR, we now define morphisms. 
Definition 1.3.3. A morphism f: A~ B = (B, B'tJ, i8 ) where B has augmentation 
ideal 18 , is a pair of augmented R-algebra morphisms f: A~ Band f'tJ: A'tJ ~ B'rJ 
such the morphism floc :Aloe ~Bloc induced by f (! induces poe because f(IA) C 
18 , so f is compatible with the filtration) is compatible with f'tJ, in the sense that 
the squares in the following diagram commute 
Ap ,. BP ~ 
1 1 
Aloe floc Bloc ~ (1.3.1) 
r r 
A f B. ~ 
It's easy to see that J'rl(IA•) C 18 •. 
. . 
We frequently denote morphisms]: A~ Bin DAR using the notation(!, j'rl). 
Remark 1.3.4. In order to prove that DAR is a category, we must prove (see [GM99, 
Definition 1.1]) that each object A E DAR has an associated identity morphism, 
that the composition of morphisms is again a morphism, and that composition of 
morphisms is associative. 
If A= (A, A'tJ, iA) E DAR, we can define idA= (idA, id~), which clearly satisfies 
the condition for it to be a morphism of DAR. 
If c = (C, cp, ic) E DAR, and we have morphisms (!,!b) : A~ Band (g, l) : 
B ~ C, then we can take as composition (go f, l o J'rl); it's easy to verify that this 
composition satisfies the obvious extension of diagram (1.3.1). 
That composition of morphisms is associative follows from the fact that compo-
sition of morphisms of R-algebras is. 
Therefore, DAR satisfies the necessary axioms to be a category. 
We now define two invariant modules which we can associate to any A E DAR; 
the second, NA, is actually an ideal of Ab. 
Definition 1.3.5. If (A,A'tJ,iA) E DAR, we define t:A = !A•/ I~., and NAto be the 
kernel of iA: A'tJ ~Aloe. 
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Remark 1.3.6. NA is clearly equal to the image of the ideal I of Definition 1.3.1 in A~. 
Since !A• is the image of the ideal (X1, ... ,Xn) of R[X1, . .. ,Xn] in this definition, 
and the ideal defining A~ is J(X1, ... ,Xn), it follows that JA.NA = 0 = N1 in A~. 
Lemma 1.3.7. For all A E Augn {with augmentation ideal !A), there is an object 
A E DAn, where A= (A, A~, iA) E DAn, for some A~ and iA· 
Proof. Since Aloe is finitely generated, there is an augmented polynomial ring 
R[X1, ... , Xn] and a surjection of augmented R-algebras 
the kernel of which we will call I. Then we can make the obvious definition A~ = 
R[X1, ... , Xnl/(Xl, ... , Xn)I, and let iA be the obvious surjection A~---+ Aloe. D 
Lemma 1.3.8. Let A= (A, A~, iA) and B = (B, B~, iB)· Any augmented R-algebra 
homomorphism f: A---+ B extends to a morphism A---+ B in DAn. 
Proof. f lifts to a map floc : Aloe ---+ Bloc, since the correspondence A ---+ Aloe is 
functorial, so the problem is to prove that this lifts to a map J~ : A~ ---+ B~. 
By the definition of A and B, there are polynomial rings R[X1, ... , Xm] and 
R[Y1, ... , Yn] such that 
and 
Since the polynomial ring R[X1, ... , Xm] satisfies no relations, each Xi can be 
mapped to an arbitrary term in the ideal (Y1, ... , Yn) of R[Y1, ... , Yn]· Therefore 
poe lifts to a map j making the following diagram commute 
R[X1, ... ,Xm] j R[Y1, ... , Yn] ---+ 
1 1 
Aloe jloc Bloc. 
---+ 
Since poc(!Aloc) C l 8 1oc, ]((XI, ... ,Xm)) C (Y1, ... , Yn)· Since](!) C I', it follows 
A I A. ~ b b that f((X1, ... , Xm)I) C (Yb ... , Yn)I, and therefore f mduces a map f :A ---+ B 
lifting floc. D 
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1.4 Minimal deformations 
As noted in the previous section, one of the differences between our theory and the 
theory of [Fal02] is that we 'cover' only the local part of any A E AugR with a 
surjection A!> -» A; now we show that our definition allows us to define minimal 
objects in DAR. 
Definition 1.4.1. We say that A E DAR is minimal if the map A 11 ® k ~Aloe® k 
induces an isomorphism of tA ® k to its image, where tA is the module associated 
to A defined in Definition 1.3.5. In other words, we require that the induced map 
I Ab I I~b ® k ~ I Aloe I I~loe ® k be an isomorphism. 
Lemma 1.4.2. If A E DAR is minimal, then m(A 11 ) = m(A10e). 
Proof. By definition of A, there's a polynomial ring R[X1, ... , Xn] such that 
A1oe = R[X1, ... ,Xn]/1 
At. = R[X1, ... , Xnl/ J(X1, ... , Xn), 
for some ideal I C (X1, ... ,Xn)· Hence I(Xl,···,Xn) C (X1, ... ,Xn)2, and 
rankk tA ® k = rank JAb/ J~b ® k = rank(X1, ... , Xn) ® kj(X1, ... , Xn) 2 ® k = n. 
Since A is minimal, rank tA ® k =rank /Aloe/ J~loe ® k = n, and by Corollary 1.2.10, 
m(A10e) = n. Since X 1, ... , Xn generate JAb, it's clear that m(A 11 ) :::; n, and since 
A 11 ~ Aloe is a surjection, m(A11 ) ;::: m(A10e) = n; therefore m(A 11 ) = m(A10e) = 
n. 0 
Lemma 1.4.3. If A E DAR is given by (Spec A, SpecA11 , iA), then Aloe® k, J~loe ® 
k = 0 and 1; ® k = 0 for some n, m E N. 
Proof. The fact that J~b ® k = 0 for some n E N follows by the proof of Lemma 
1.2.4, and by Remark 1.3.6. 
Since iA(!Ab) C /Aloe, iA(I~b ® k) = 0. Therefore J~b ® k C NA ® k, and since 
IAbNA = 0, I~t 1 ® k = 0, as required. 0 
Now we prove that deformations are compatible with taking the special fibre, 
in the sense that if (A, A!>, iA) E DAR, then (A® k, A!>® k, iA ® k) E DAb and if 
(A, A11 , iA) is minimal, then so is (A® k, A 11 ® k, iA ® k). 
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Lemma 1.4.4. Let A= (A, A11 , iA) E DAR· Then (A 0 k, A11 0 k, iA 0 k) E DAk, 
and if (A, A11 , iA) is minimal, then so is (A 0 k, A11 0 k, iA 0 k). We denote (A 0 
k, A11 0k,iA 0k) by A0k. Finally, base changeR~ k is a functor DAR~ DAk. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2.5, we have a decomposition 
(1.4.1) 
for some n, where the ei are orthogonal idempotents of A, and each eiA is a local-
isation of A at one of its maximal ideals. Since Aloe is the localisation of A at the 
maximal ideal mA + IA, we can define Aloe = e1A without loss of generality. Hence 
Aloe= Aj(e2, ... , en)· Hence Aloe 0 k = Aj(e2, ... , en)+ mA. Since e1 is invertible 
in Aloe = e1A, it is not in IA + mA. 
On the other hand, tensoring (1.4.1) with k gives 
If we localise at IA 0 k, all ei map to zero fori > 1; since e1 (j. IA + mA as above, 
e1 0 1 becomes invertible in (A 0 k)IA®kl and e1ei = 0 fori > 1. 
Hence localisation A 0 k ~ (A 0 k)IA®k factors through (A 0 k)j(e2, ... , en) 0 k, 
which is local with maximal ideal IA 0 k since A/(e2 , ... , en) is local with maximal 
ideal IA + mA. Hence (A 0 k)loe ~A 0 k/(e2, ... 'en) 0 k rv Aloe 0 k. 
By definition of A, we have 
Aloe= R[X1, ... , Xnl/ I 
A11 = R[X1, ... , Xnl/ I(X1, ... , Xn) 
for some polynomial ring R[X1 , ... ,Xn] and ideal I. Tensoring the above with 
k (and using (A 0 k) 10e = Aloe 0 k as we just proved) shows that we can take 
(A 0 k)'rJ = A 11 0 k. Hence (A 0 k, A11 0 k, iA) E DAk· 
If (A, AI>, iA) is minimal, the map I A~ I I~. 0k ~!Aloe/ IAJoc0k induced by iA is an 
isomorphism. Since Ai>0k = (A0k)'rJ and A10e0k = (A0k) 10e, (A0k,Ai>0k,iA) E 
D Ak is minimal. 
It's obvious that morphisms (!, fl>) E HomnAR(A, B) reduce to morphisms (! 0 
idk, l0 idk) E HomnAk(A 0 k, B 0 k). 0 
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We now prove that minimal deformations have a property analogous to the theory 
of deformation retracts from topology; any endomorphism of a minimal deformation 
(!, l) : A---+ A such that f is an isomorphism has the property that l is also an 
isomorphism. We prove this result first for the special case R = k. 
Proposition 1.4.5. If A, B E DAk are minimal and 7 : A ---+ B lifts an isomor-
phism f : A ---+ B, then poe : A loc ---+ Bloc and /D : A~ ---+ B~ are isomorphisms. 
Proof. Iff :A---+ B is an isomorphism, then f(IA) = I8, and so clearly floc :Aloe---+ 
Bloc is an isomorphism. 
Since l (I A•) C I 8., it follows that l (I~.) C I~. for all n E N. Hence there 
are maps f~ : A~ I I~. ---+ B'tJ I I~. induced by taking the composition of l with 
B'p ---+ B'p I I~ •. 
The following commutative diagram implies that the map t.A ---+ t; induced from 
f'tJ : A'tJ ---+ B'tJ is an isomorphism 
t* A t* B 
where the columns are isomorphisms because A and B are minimal, and the bottom 
map is induced by floc. Hence f~ : k EB t,A ---+ k EB t; is an isomorphism, since it is 
k-linear. 
We now prove by induction that f~ is a surjection for all n > 2. Assume f~_ 1 
is a surjection. Then for all b E B'tJ I I~., there is an a E A'tJ I I~. such that f~ (a) = b 
mod I~-; 1 1 I~ •. Hence it's enough to prove that each i E I~-; 1 1 I~. is the image of 
some a E A'tJ I I~., since we will then be able to recover each b E B'tJ I I~. Q9 k by adding 
or subtracting some i E I~-; 1 I I~ •. 
But since n > 1, i = .Ei bjbj for some bj, bj E I8 .1 I~ •. By induction there are 
a, a' E I A• I I~. such that f~ (a) = bj +i' and f~ (a') = bj +i" for some i', i" E I~-; 1 I I~ •. 
Therefore f~(aa') = (bi + i')(bj + i") = bibj E I8.II~ •. Hence i is in the image of 
f~ ( A'tJ I I~.), and therefore f~ is a surjection, as required. 
Since I~. = 0 for some n by Lemma 1.4.3, it follows that f'tJ = f~ for some n, 
and therefore l is itself a surjection. 
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By Lemma 1.3.8, there's also a map g'tJ : B'tJ --+ A'tJ lifting the inverse isomorphism 
g : B --+ A to f. By the above argument applied to l, it too is surjective. Therefore 
l o l : A'tJ --+ A'tJ is surjective. Since A't) is a finite rank k-algebra, this map is an 
isomorphism, which implies that fP is injective. 
Therefore f'p is both injective and surjective, hence an isomorphism. 
D 
Corollary 1.4.6. If A, BE DAR are minimal and 7: A--+ B lifts an isomorphism 
f : A --+ B, then floc : Aloe --+ Bloc and jP : A'tJ --+ B't) are isomorphisms. 
Proof. poe is an isomorphism since f is. 
By Lemma 1.4.4, A 0 k E DAk, and is minimal. 
Letting C be the cokernel of fl) as a morphism of R-modules, we have the fol-
lowing exact sequence 
of finitely generated R-modules. By Lemma 1.4.4, f induces a morphism (f0k, jP0 
k) : A 0 k --+ B 0 k of minimal objects on the special fibre, and by the Proposition, 
l 0 k : A'tJ 0 k --+ B'tJ 0 k is an isomorphism. Since taking the special fibre is 
right-exact, it follows from the above exact sequence that C 0 k = 0. Since C is 
finitely generated, Nakayama's Lemma now tells us that C = 0, and therefore f'tJ is 
surjective. Therefore the maps A'tJ jmn A'tJ --+ B'tJ jmn B'tJ induced by f't) are surjective 
for each n. 
By Lemma 1.3.8, there's also a map l : B'tJ --+ A'tJ lifting the inverse isomorphism 
g: B--+ A to f. By the above argument applied to l, it too is surjective. Therefore 
l o f't) : AP --+ A'tJ is surjective. 
By [Eis95, Theorem 7.2a], A'tJ ~ ~ A'tJ jmn A'tJ. Hence if (lot) : A'tJ --+ A'tJ is 
n 
not injective, there is some n E N such that the induced endomorphism AD jmnA'tJ --+ 
A't) jmn A't) is not injective. 
We now prove that there is a finite length composition series for A'tJ jmn A'tJ as an 
R/mn-module: consider the series 
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Each quotient of successive terms is of the form mi A~ jmi+1 A~, and is therefore an 
k = R/m-vector space. Since A~ is a finitely generated R-module, each quotient is a 
finitely generated k-vector space. Therefore, by inserting terms in the above series, 
it follows that we can exhibit a finite length composition series for A~ jmn A~. 
By above, our induced endomorphism A~ /mn A~ ---? A~ /mn A~ is surjective, and it 
follows by Lemma A.3 that this map is actually injective. 
Therefore l of~ is injective, hence l is injective. This proves the Corollary. 0 
Corollary 1.4. 7. If A E DAR is minimal, it is a deformation retract in the sense 
that for all BE DAR, any sequence 
which induces an isomorphism f : A ---? A, also induces an isomorphism f~ : A~ ---? 
A~. 
Proof. Follows directly from Corollary 1.4.6. 0 
Corollary 1.4.8. If A= (A, A~, iA) E DAR is minimal, then if A' = (A, A'~, iA') E 
DAR, A~ is both a subalgebra of A'~ and a quotient of it, by maps lifting id: A---? A. 
In particular, we have the splitting A'~ ~ A~ EB K as an R-module, where K = 
Ker(A'~---? A~). Further, K n I~,. = {0}. 
Proof. The isomorphism A ~ A lifts to an isomorphism Aloe ---? Aloe and then to 
maps i : A~ ---? A'~ and q : A'~ ---? A~ by Lemma 1.3.8; by Corollary 1.4.6, the 
composition 
is an isomorphism, and therefore i is an inclusion, and q is a surjection. The splitting 
follows from the exact sequence 
since q o i is an isomorphism of A~, which implies that there is an isomorphism 
(i, i'): A~ EB K ~A'~. 
Suppose k E K n I~, •. Then 
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for some xi, Yi E IA'"· We can write Xi= x~ + ki and Yi = y: + k~ for x~, y: E Ab and 
ki, k~ E K for each i. Since KIA"= 0 by Remark 1.3.6 asK C NA' and K 2 = 0, 
which is clearly in Ab. Since Ab n K = {0}, we're done. D 
We now prove a variant of Proposition 1.4.5 which we will need in chapter 2. 
Proposition 1.4.9. If B E DAk is minimal and f : A ---+ B lifts a surjection 
f : A ---+ B, then floc : Aloe ---+ Bloc and l : Ab ---+ B'tJ are surjections. 
Proof. If f : A ---+ B is a surjection, then floc 0 k is a surjection by Lemma 1.3. 7 
as both Aloe 0 k and Bloc 0 k are quotients of A 0 k and B 0 k by powers of their 
augmentation ideals; since A and B are finitely generated R-modules, we deduce 
via Nakayama's Lemma that jloc is a surjection. 
Since f'tJ(I A") C I B", it follows that l(I~.) C I~ .. for all n E N. Hence there 
are maps f~ : A'tJ I I~.. ---+ BIJ I I~.. induced by taking the composition of fiJ with 
BP ---+ B'p I I~ .. . 
The following commutative diagram implies that the map t:A ---+ t8 induced from 
JIJ : AIJ ---+ B'tJ is a surjection 
t* A t* B 
where the right vertical map is an isomorphism because B is minimal, the left column 
is a surjection, and the bottom map is the surjection induced by jloc. Hence f~ : 
k E9 t:A ---+ k E9 t8 is a surjection, since it is k-linear. 
We now prove by induction that f~ is a surjection for all n > 2. Assume f~-l 
is a surjection. Then for all b E B'tJ I I~ .. , there is an a E A11 I I~ .. such that f~ (a) = b 
mod I~-; 1 II~ ... Hence it's enough to prove that each i E I~-; 1 II~ .. is the image of 
some a E AIJ I I~ .. , since we will then be able to recover each b E B'tJ I I~, 0 k by adding 
or subtracting some i E I~-; 1 I I~ .. . 
But since n > 1, i = LjbJbj for some bj,bj E I8 .. ji~,. By induction there are 
a a' E I .. ;r such that f'tJ (a) = b · +i' and j 11 (a') = fj. +i" for some i' i" E In- 11In 
' A A 0 n J n J ' 8° 8° · 
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Therefore f~(aa') = (bJ + i')(bj + i") = bjbj E J~--; 1 / 1~,. Hence i is in the image of 
f~ ( Ab /I~,), and therefore f~ is a surjection, as required. 
Since I~, = 0 for some n by Lemma 1.4.3, it follows that /' = f~ for some n, 
and therefore l is itself a surjection. 0 
We now prove that to every A E Augn, we can associate a minimal object 
(A, Ab, iA) in DAn; therefore minimal 'deformations' of any A E Augn always exist. 
Proposition 1.4.10. If A E Augn, there is an A = (A, Ab, iA) E DAn which is 
minimal. 
Proof. Let m = rankk ]Aloe/ J~loe 0 k. Pick m generators. Lifting the generators to 
!Aloe/ J~loe gives a set of m generators of !Aloe/ J~loe as an R-module by Nakayama's 
Lemma, which we call X 1 , ... , X m. 
We can define a map 
(1.4.2) 
sending X/to any lifting of Xi to A10e. This map is a surjection modulo J~loe by con-
struction, and therefore a surjection modulo J~loe for alll E N. Since A 10e0k =Aloe® 
k/(!Aloeotimesk)n for some n by Lemma 1.3.7, the induced map k[X1 , ... , Xm] ~ 
A 10e0k is a surjection. Since R is local and Aloe is a finitely generated R-module the 
map (1.4.2) is a surjection. We define Ab = R[X1 , ... , Xm]/ J(X1 , ... , Xm), where I 
is the kernel of the surjection. Clearly t:A 0 k has rank at most m as a k-module, 
and since it surjects to !Aloe/ J~loe 0 k which is of rank m under the map AI>~ A10c. 
Hence A is minimal. 0 
Proposition 1.4.11. For a given f: A~ B such that f(IA) C 18 , the space of all 
extensions 7 is a principal homogeneous space over the group Hom(tA, NB)· 
Proof. If two morphisms fl>, ft: AI>~ Bl> lift the same morphism J'oc: Aloe~ Bloc, 
then taking their differenced= Ji>- ft gives an R-module homomorphism AI>~ Bl>, 
which is non-zero only on at most I A•. Since J'oc o iA = iB o Jl> = iB o ft, it follows 
that the R-module map i8 o (JI>- ft) = i8 o d = 0. So d(IA•) C NB. Therefore for 
all Xi, XJ E ]A,, ff(Xi) = l(Xi) +a and ff(XJ) = fi>(XJ) + o:' for some a, a' E NB, 
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we see that 
d(XiXi) = l(XiXi)- Jr(XiXi) 
= l(Xi)l(Xi)- Jr(Xi)Jt(Xi) 
= l(Xi)l(Xi)- (l(Xi) + a)(l(Xi) +a') 
== l(Xi)l(Xi) -l(Xi)l(Xi)- al(Xi)- a'l(Xi)- aa' 
= -al(Xi)- a'l(Xi)- aa' 
=0, 
since I8 .. N8 = N~ = 0 by Remark 1.3.6. 
Therefore d(I~ .. ) = 0, so d induces a well-defined morphism 
ie d : t:A -t N B. 
16 
Given a homomorphism f : Aloe -t Bloc, we can lift to a homomorphism l : 
A 11 -t B 11 as in the proof of Lemma 1.3.8. Any d: t:A -t N8 gives a map of R-modules 
d11 : A 11 -t B 11 such that d(l) = 0; consider the R-module map g" = f 11 + d11 • The map 
Aloe -t Bloc induced by g" is f, since d11 (IA•) C Ns and d(l) = 0, and it remains to 
check that g" is a homomorphism of R-algebras. Let a, b E A 11 ; a = a' + r ,b = b' + r' 
for some polynomials with trivial constant term a', b' E I A" and r, r' E R. 
whereas 
g 11 (ab) = l(ab) + d11 (ab) 
= l(a)l(b) + d11 (ab) 
= l(a)l(b) + d11 (a'r' + b'r), 
g"(a)g"(b) = (f 11 (a) + d11 (a))(l(b) + d11 (b)) 
= l(a)l(b) + l(a)d11 (b') + d11 (a')l(b) + d11 (a')d11 (b') 
= l(a)l(b) + l(r)d11 (b') + d11 (a')l(r') 
= f 11 (a)l(b) + d11 (rb' + r'a') 
by Remark 1.3.6 and R-linearity of d11 , and so we see that g" is indeed an R-algebra 
homomorphism. 0 
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Definition 1.4.12. The category DSR is dual to the category DAR. Its objects are 
of the form g = ( C, co, ig), where co = Spec A0, C = Spec A, and there is a closed 
immersion ig : cloc ~ co' for any triple A= (A, A0' iA) E DAR. 
This category has a final object R = (Spec R, Spec R, idn), dual to the previously 
defined initial object (R, R, idn) E DAR. 
We denote the contravariant functor DAR---+ DSR given by 
A~ (Spec A, SpecA0, iA) 
byS. 
Proposition 1.4.13. To every pair of objects(}, 1t = (Spec B, Spec B 0Jn) E DSR 
(where B has augmentation ideal I 8 ) there is a direct product, ie 
1. an object g x 1t E DSR, and 
2. projection morphisms p1 : g x 1t---+ g and p2 : g x 1t---+ 1t, 
such that to every K E DSR, with morphisms 71 : K---+ g and 72 : K ---+ 1t, there 
exists a unique morphism g : K ---+ g x 1t making the following diagram commute: 
{1.4.3) 
Proof. Let C =A 0 B, with augmentation ideal !A 0 1 + 1 018 . Then 
C1oc =~(A 0 B)/(IA 01 + 10 Ist, 
n 
and we can define co using the method of the proof of Lemma 1.3.7. This gives us 
an object g x 1t = (Spec C, Spec co, igx?-t)· There is a projection map g x 1t---+ g 
induced by the inclusion A---+ A 0 B defined by a t-t a 0 1 for a E A (this lifts to a 
compatible map A0 ---+co by Lemma 1.3.8). Similarly there is a projection map for 
H. We denote projection onto the first and second factor by p1 and p2 respectively. 
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Let K =(Spec tJK, Spec tlk, iK) E DSR, and assume we have pairs of morphisms 
!I, h as in the statement of the Proposition. To complete the proof, we need to 
show that there is a unique morphism g : K ---t g x H such that Pi o g = fi for 
i = 1, 2. 
To !I : Spec tJK ---t C and h : Spec tJK ---t H there's a umque morphism 
g : Spec tJ K ---t C x H such that Pi o g = fi for i = 1, 2 since C x H is a direct 
product in the category of schemes. 
Also, again by the universal property of direct products, there is a unique mor-
phism g' : Spec tlk ---t C'D x H'D extending Jt, f~ : Spec tlk ---t C'D, H'D. There's a 
natural closed immersion (C x H)'D <-t C'D x H'D; if we can lift g' to a morphism 
g : Spec tlk ---t (C x H)'D, then we'll have proven existence of g. Uniqueness will 
then follow trivially, since ( C x H)'D <-t C'D x H'D is a closed immersion. 
Jt and f~ are dual to morphisms of algebras Jt* : A'D ---t tlk and f~* : B'D ---t tlk 
such that Jt* (I A") C I K" and /~*(I s•) C I K•. Since ff and f~ lift morphisms !Ioc 
and !Joe, by definition of morphisms in DSR, it also follows that Jt*(NA) C NK 
and !~* ( N B) c N K. By definition of direct product of schemes, g'* = D* 0 u;'r) @ 
f?.'D), where D* : tlk Q9 tlk ---t tlk is the algebra map sending ki Q9 k2 to k1k2 , for 
k1, k2 E tlk. Therefore g'*(IA• Q9 Na) C D*(IK• Q9 NK) = IK.NK = 0, and similarly 
g'*(NA&lis•) C D*(IK•&JNK) = IK.NK = 0. Therefore the ideal IAo@Na+NA&lis• is 
in the kernel of g'*, so g'* factors through (A'D@B'D)j(IA•@Na+NA @Is•) "' (A&JB)'D, 
and hence g' : Spec tlk ---t C'D Q9 H'D factors through ( C x H)'D, as required. 
D 
1.5 Deformations of group schemes 
We begin with a preliminary Lemma, which is a standard result from commutative 
algebra: 
Lemma 1.5.1. Let A be an R-algebra. The kernel of the ring morphism A&lRA ---t A 
given by a Q9 a' 1---t aa' for a, a' E A is generated as an ideal by a Q9 1 - 1 Q9 a, for all 
a EA. 
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Proof. Clearly a®1-10a ~---t 0 for all a, so we only have to prove that if 2:::: ai®bi ~---t 0, 
then I: ai ® bi is in the ideal generated by a 0 1 - 1 ® a. 
l:aibi = 0 in A, since l:ai 0 bi ~---t 0. But l:(ai ® 1- 1 ® ai)(1 ® bj) 
0 
We now recall some basic properties of R-group schemes, the objects on which 
our theory of deformations is based. 
Definition 1.5.2. Let GrR be the category of finite flat commutative affine R-group 
schemes. 
By definition, each G E GrR is an affine R-scheme admitting morphisms E : 
Spec R ~ G, ~ : G ® G ~ G, and i : G ~ G satisfying certain 'group' axioms 
found in for example, [Tat97]. 
With these axioms, each group scheme gives rise to a contravariant functor from 
schemes to groups, given by S '"'-'t HomR(S, G), for each R-scheme S. 
Finally, we are ready to introduce the main objects of this thesis: deformations 
of R-group schemes: 
Definition 1.5.3. We define the category DC R of deformations of R-group schemes 
to be the category of objects consisting of a g E DSR, together with morphisms ~ : 
g x g ""'"-+ Q, €: R ~ g (with c* the augmentation morphism) and "I: g ~ g (called 






RxQ lxld ----t y X y 
e;< 
----t g 
g (ixld)oD g X g 
1 lx 
R £ ----t g 
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(inverse), where D : g ----+ g x g is the morphism induced by the algebra map 
AD0AD ----+ AD coming from multiplication, as follows: this morphism has kernel 
containing IA•0Ng + Ng0IA", and since (A0A)D = (AD0AD)/(/A•0Ng + Ng01A•), 
this morphism factors through (A0A)D. By Lemma 1.5.1, the kernel of the resulting 
homomorphism (A 0 A? ----+ AD is the image in (A0A)D of the ideal of AD 0 AD 
generated by a 0 1 - 1 0 a in AD 0 AD, for all a E AD. The multiplication map 
A 0 A ----+ A induces the same morphism on Aloe 0 Aloe. 
Additionally, we require that the following diagram commutes: 
gxg 
(commutatvity), where T: g x g----+ g x g is the twisting map induced, on the level 
of algebras, by the map (A0A)D----+ (A0A)D interchanging Xi01 and 10Xi. 
This concludes the definition of objects of DG R· A morphism g ----+ H E DG R 
is a morphism 1 : g ----+ H of g and H considered as objects of DSR, such that it 
commutes with~'£, 2: 6.rt o (] 07) = 1 o ~g, Ert = 1 o E:g, and 1 o 2g = 2rt o]. 
Remark 1.5.4. The above axioms imply that G = Spec A is a commutative affine 
group scheme with multiplication ~' unit c and inverse i. In fact, the above axioms 
applied to Spec A give exactly the conditions for a triple of morphisms (~, c, i) to 
make it a group scheme. 
Proposition 1.5.5. DG R is an additive category. In particular, DG R has the 
following properties (see [ML71, page 190}): 
1. DG R has a null (initial and terminal} object. 
2. Hom(Q, H) is an abelian group (written additively), and composition of mor-
phisms is bilinear with respect to addition in the group 
3. To every pair Q, HE DGR, we have a biproduct g x H, together with projec-
tions PI,P2 and inclusions i 1, i2 to and from each of Q, H, such that 
(a} PI o i1 = idg 
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(b) P2 o i2 = idrt 
where the sum i 1 o p 1 + i 2 o p2 is taken in the group Hom(Y x 'H, Q x 'H). 
Proof. Proof of 1):We take R to be our null object. To every Q E DGR there is 
a unique morphism Q ~ R; it's the pair of morphisms making A and Ab into R-
algebras. There's also a morphism E : R ~ Q, which is unique by compatibility with 
the unit map: if 8: R ~ Q is another morphism, then we must have 8 o En= Eg, 
which uniquely determines 8 since En = idn. This proves that R is a null object. 
Proof of 2): we must first define a group law on Mor(Q, 'H). If 7, g E Mor(Y, 'H), 
we define 7 * g = ~1-l o (] 0 g) o D. It follows from the group axioms satisfied by 'H 
that this makes Mor(Y, 'H) into an abelian group, where the identity is the unique 
map Q ~ R ~ 'H (unique since R is a null object by part 1)), and the inverse map 
is defined by f !---? Zrt o f. This group law is commutative since 'H is commutative, 
and it is hereafter denoted by +. 
In order to show that composition is bilinear with respect to this group law, let 
B E DGR. Then for all morphisms g, hE Hom(Y, 'H) and}, k E Hom('H, B), we 
must show that (} + k) o (f +g) = ) o 7 +) o g + k o 7 + k o g. This follows because 
by definition morphisms in DG R commute with the group operation. 
Proof of 3): We take as our biproduct the direct product Q x 'H defined m 
the category DSR. We set its group law to be ~9xrt = ~g x ~H· The unit and 
inverse maps are defined as follows: EgxH = Eg x EH o Dn, and zgxH = zg x Irt, 
where Dn: R ~ R x R is the map dual to multiplication on the level of algebras: 
R 0 R ~ R. The projection maps we take are those defined for the direct product. 
Our inclusion maps i 1 : Q ~ Q x 'H and i 2 : 'H ~ Q x 'H are the maps induced 
by the algebra map A 0 B ~A (quotient by 10 !B) and A 0 B ~A (quotient by 
IA 01). 
It's clear that the morphisms p1 o i 1 and p2 o i 2 are the identity on Q and 'H 
respectively, so we only have left to show that i 1 o p1 + i 2 o p2 = idgxH· Translating 
this condition into group morphisms implies that we must prove ~gxH o ( ( i 1 o pi) x 
(i2 o P2)) o D = idgxrt· 
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Since i 1 o p1 = idg XE1-f. and i2 o p2 = Eg x idH, it suffices to prove that 
(1.5.1) 
where we identify Eg with its composition with the unique structure morphism 9 ~ 
R, and EH with its composition with the unique structure morphism 1{ ~ n. 
By the unit axiom, ~go (idg x€9 ) o Dg = idg (and similarly for H). Therefore, 
comparing with equation (1.5.1), we see that ~QxH.o(i 1 op1 xi2 op2 )oD = idg x idH = 
idgxH.· 
Therefore part 3) holds, and 9 x H is the required biproduct. Therefore DC R 
is an additive category. D 
Lemma 1.5.6. Given any A = (Spec A, Spec A 17 , iA) E DS R, there is a unique € 
such that Ker E* = I A. 
Proof If Ker E* = I A, then the induced morphism E*Ioe sends I Aloe to zero. By the 
compatibility condition for morphisms, E* 17 sends IA~ to zero, since the projection 
A 17 ~ Aloe sends I A" to inside I Aloe by definition. Thus E 17 , and hence €, is unique. D 
Proposition 1.5. 7. Given any A = (Spec A, Spec A 17 , iA) E DSR, together with 
morphisms ( ~' i, E) on Spec A satisfying the axioms for a commutative R-group 
scheme, there's a unique way to extend our morphisms to morphisms ~' z, € in DSR 
such that A is a group object in DC R· 
Proof ~*Ioe lifts to a morphism f : A 17 ~ (A 0 A)b by Lemma 1.3.8. In order 
for the unit axiom to be satisfied, we require that (c*b 0 id) of = idA~, where the 
isomorphism R 0 A17 ~ A17 is implicit on the left hand side. 
Let d~ = (c* 17 0id) of- idA~· Since (c*loe 0id) o ~*loe = idAioe (as Aloe represents 
a group scheme), and f lifts ~*Ioe, d2(IA~) C Ng. Let f' = f- (p2 o d~), where 
p2 : Ab ~ (A 0 A) 17 is given by a ~ 1 0 a. f' is a morphism of algebras by 
Proposition 1.4.11. Clearly /' lifts ~ *1oe and satisfies the left-unit axiom. Further, 
f' is uniquely determined modulo I A" 0 1 by the left-unit axiom. 
In order to satisfy the right-unit axiom, we take /" = f'- (p1 o d~), for some d~. 
This map clearly still satisfies the left-unit axiom, and is now uniquely determined 
modulo 1 0 I A~. 
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Hence it is uniquely determined modulo I A• 0 I A•. Since f" is also uniquely 
determined modulo 1 0 Ng + Ng 0 1 as it lifts .6. *Ioe, it is uniquely determined 
modulo Ng 01 + 1 0 Ng n IA• 0 IA• = 0 in (A 0 A)~. Hence there is a unique f" 
satisfying the unit axiom and lifting .6. *Ioe. 
We now prove that our map satisfies the commutativity axiom. f" is symmetric 
modulo Ng 01 + 10 Ng since it lifts .6. *1oe, and symmetric modulo I A• 0 I A•, by the 
left and right unit axioms. Since the intersection of these ideals is zero, f" satisfies 
the commutativity axiom. 
Since Aloe is a group scheme, the associativity axiom holds modulo the ideal 
1010 Ng + 10 Ng 01 + Ng 0101 of (A 0 A 0 A)~. If we can prove associativity 
holds modulo I A• 0 I A" 0 I A•, we'll have proved it holds, since 
in (A0A0A)~. 
The unit axiom tells us th~t (c:*~ 0 id) o .6.*~ = id; substituting this identity into 
the formulas (.6.*~ 0 id) o .6.*~ and (id0.6.*~) o .6.*~ gives 
and 
Therefore associativity holds modulo the kernel of c: 0 id 0 id, which is I A" 0 1 0 1. 
By symmetry, associativity also holds modulo 1 0 I A• 0 1 and 1 0 1 0 I A•, and 
the intersection of these three ideals is I A• 0 I A• 0 I A•, hence by the above argument, 
associativity holds. 
Therefore letting .6. *~ = f", we see that the associativity, commutativity and unit 
axioms are satisfied. To complete the proof, we need to lift the inverse morphism 
i*Ioe : Aloe ~ Aloe to a morphism i*~ : A~ ~ A~ satisfying the inverse axiom, ie 
satisfying the relation 
(1.5.2) 
Let i' : A~ ~A~ be any lifting of iloe (we know we can lift iloe by Lemma 1.3.8). 
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Let d: AD~ AD be the difference D*D o (i' ® idA•) o .0.,*D- E*D, as a morphism of 
R-modules. Since iloc satisfies the inverse axiom for Aloe, it follows that d(IA•) C Ng. 
Let i*D = i' - d, which is a morphism of R-algebras by Proposition 1.4.11. We 
now show it satisfies relation (1.5.2), ie that it sends any X E /A• to zero: by 
consideration of the counit axiom, it follows that 
.0.,*D(X) =X® 1 + 1 ®X+ LYi ® Zj 
i,j 
Applying the left hand side of (1.5.2) to X gives: 
D*D 0 (i*b ®idA•)(X ® 1 + 1 ®X+ LYi ® Zj) 
i,j (1.5.3) 
i,j i,j 
where the last line follows since d(IA•) C Ng and IAoNg = 0. Since 
d(X) = (D*b 0 (i' ®idA.) 0 .0.*b)(X)- E*D(X) = i'(X) +X+ L i'(Y;)Zj, 
i,j 
it follows that D*D o (i*D ® idA•) o .0.,*D(X)-: 0, and therefore the inverse condition 
(1.5.2) is satisfied. 
Therefore, with this choice of lifting i*b of i*loc, all the group axioms are satisfied. 
Uniqueness of iD* follows immediately from the last line of (1.5.3). 
D 
Corollary 1.5.8. Let g and 1t be as above. If f : G ~ H is a morphism of 
group schemes then any lift off to a morphism jD : Gb ~ HD has the property that 
.0.~> o (fb ® l) = JD o .0.,D. (The existence of a lifting off to ff, is guaranteed by 
Lemma 1.3.8). 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then we have two different morphisms (G x G)b ~ Hf,: 
.0.~> o (if,® JD), and jD o .0.. 11 • 
Composing .0. o i 1,2 with fb gives l o .0. o i 1,2 = l by the unit axiom; i 1,2 o (jD) = 
(JI> ® l) o i 1,2 by the canonical definition of f 11 ® fl>, and therefore .0. o (l ® f 11 ) o i 1,2 = 
jD, and proceeding as in the proof of the previous proposition gives the required 
result. D 
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Definition 1.5.9. There's a forgetful functor DGn----+ Grn sending Q = (G, QD, ig) 
to G, which we denote by F. This follows since G E Grn by Remark 1.5.4. 
Definition 1.5.10. We define a category DG'R. Its objects are the same as those 
of DG n, but morphisms are not the same: if Q, 1i E DG n, let S be the subgroup 
of HomDcR(Q, 1-l) of morphisms 7 such that :F(j) : F(Q) ----+ :F(1i) is the unique 
morphism of group schemes factoring over Spec R. We define HomDcR*(Q, 1-l) = 
HomDcR(Q, 1-l)/S. 
Proposition 1.5.11. Let g = (SpecA,SpecAD,ig) E DG'R. Then 
1. there is a minimal object Q' E DG'R such that :F(Q') ~ :F(Q), the isomorphism 
being in Grn, and 
2. any minimal object Q' E DG'R such that :F(Q') "':F(Q) is isomorphic to Q, the 
isomorphism being in DG'R. 
Proof. Let Q' = (Spec A, Spec ED, ig') E DSn be minimal. The comultiplication on 
A extends to ED by Proposition 1.5.7, making Q' into an object in DGn. By Corollary 
1.5.8, idA lifts to morphisms AD ----+ ED and ED ----+ AD which are compatible with 
comultiplication, and are therefore in DG'R. These morphisms make Q isomorphic 
to Q'. 
The existence of such a minimal Q' E D S R follows by Lemma 1.4.10; the previous 
argument shows that the group operation can be lifted to Spec B~J, defining an object 
in DG'R. D 
Lemma 1.5.12. There's a functor :F' : Grn ~ DG'R, such that :F(:F'(G)) = G 
for all G E Grn, and :F(:F'(f)) = f for all morphisms f in Grn, where we write 
:F: DG'R----+ Grn to denote the functor induced from :F: DGn----+ Grn. 
Proof. Let G E Grn be represented by the R-algebra A = R(X1 , ... , Xn]/ I. By 
Lemma 1.3.7, since A is flat and hence free over the local ring R, there's a cor-
responding object g = (Spec A, Spec A~J, ig) E DG R for some A~J. By Proposition 
1.5.11, all such g are isomorphic in DG'R, and therefore our object :F'(G) is unique 
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up to isomorphism. Any morphism of group schemes G -+ H, where H is repre-
sented by the R-algebra B and lifts to 1t = (Spec B, Spec B't), irt), lifts to a morphism 
Q -+ 1t by Corollary 1.5.8. The lifting is unique in DG'k,u, since any two liftings 
differ by a morphism Q -+ 1t lifting the zero morphism G -+ H, and therefore are 
identified in Homvc· (9, H). D 
k,(j 
Proposition 1.5.13. The functor induced by :F from DGR_ to GrR is an equivalence 
of categories. 
Remark 1.5.14. We abuse notation in this proposition by using the same notation 
for the functors induced from :F and :F' from and to DGR_ instead of DGR· That 
such functors are well-defined is clear. 
Remark 1.5.15. We use the criterion of [GM99, §2, Theorem 1.13] (Freyd's Theorem) 
which states that :F is an equivalence of categories if and only if 
1. :F is a fully faithful functor 
2. any object Y E GrR is isomorphic to an object of the form :F(X) for some 
object X E DGR_. 
Proof. Consider the map induced by :F: 
This map is injective by construction of DGR_, and surjective because any morphism 
of group schemes lifts to a morphism Q -+ 1t of deformed schemes by Proposition 
1.5.8 (augmentation ideals are mapped inside augmentation ideals by compatibility 
with the unit morphism). Hence :F is fully faithful. 
To see that any G E GrR is isomorphic to :F(Q) for some Q E DGR_, note that 
we can lift G to a Q = (G, G'p, ig) E DSR by Lemma 1.3.7. Comultiplication ~lifts 
to a (unique) comultiplication on G't) by Proposition 1.5.7, and therefore Q E DGR_. 
Hence :F is an equivalence of categories, by the criterion of Remark 1.5.15. D 
Corollary 1.5.16. If GrR is an abelian category for some ring R, then so is DGR_. 
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1.6 Deformed strict 0'-modules 
Let q be a power of p, such that lFq C k, where IFq is the field with q elements. Let 
0' = 1Fq[[7r]]. 
Finally we can introduce the main objects of this thesis; essentially they are 
objects g E DGR, together with a homomorphism of rings 
where R is an 0'-algebra. 
This is analogous to the usual definition of a module, which is an abelian group 
G, and a ring R, such that there is a homomorphism of rings R-End( G). 
Formally, if 
we define an tr-action of Q to be a homomorphism from 0' to EndDcR(Q). This 
means that 0' is compatible with multiplication on G; if this holds, then the 0' 
action on G0 will be automatically compatible with ~'D by Prop 1.5.8. A, Aloe and 
A0 are R-algebras, and since R is assumed to be an 0'-algebra as stated above, we 
get an action of o E 0' on R, and since A, A0 and Aloe are R-algebras, we get an 
action of o on them via the morphisms R- A, Aloe, A 0, which we denote by a~ oa. 
We also get an action of o E 0' on A, Aloe and A 0 coming from the homomorphism 
from 0' to End(Q); we denote this by a ~ o*a, aloe ~ o*aloe, and a0 ~ o*a0, for 
a E A, aloe E Aloe and a0 E A 0. 
Definition 1.6.1. We say that an 0' action on g is strict if the action of o E 0' on 
a E A 0 induces scalar multiplication on tg, ie o*a = oa, where a denotes the image 
of a in tg, and if a E Ng, then o*a = oa. We also refer to this as 0' acting by scalars 
on Q. 
We define a category DG R,tJ whose objects consist of a Q E DC R, together with 
a strict action of 0' on g, and whose morphisms are morphisms of the underlying 
objects in the category DG R, such that they are compatible with the 0'-action, ie 
the following diagram is commutative (where f : g - 1t is any morphism in the 
sense of DG R) 
----------
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{1.6.1) 
f g -----+ 1-l. 
Note that this diagram commutes for f = !:l and 1-l = g x g automatically, since 6 
acts as endomorphisms of g by definition. 
Similarly to DCR_, we define DCR_,tl to be the category whose objects are iden-
tical to those of DCR_, but such that for any Q, 1-l E DCR_ tl, Homvc· (Y, 1-l) = 
, R,O 
Homvcn,cW, 1-l)/ S, where Sis the subgroup of Homvcn,cW, 1-l) consisting of those 
7 such that f : C ~ H factors through Spec R, ie is the 'zero' morphism. This def-
inition of morphisms is clearly analogous to that of Definition 1.5.10. 
Remark 1.6.2. If Q, 1-l E DCR_,tl, then 
HomDc· (Y, 1-l) C HomDc· (Y, 1-l), R,C R 
where g and 1-l are considered as objects of DCR_ (without 6-action). 
Definition 1.6.3. We say that g E DCR_,tl (or E DC R,tl) is etale (resp. connected) 
if F{Y) is etale (resp. connected). We say that a sequence of strict deformed group 
schemes 
o ~ g' L g L g" ~ o 
is exact (identifying 0 with R) if the corresponding sequence 
0 ~ F(Q') !._. F(Q) L F(Y") ~ 0 
is exact on the level of group schemes, ie iff is a closed immersion and f' is faithfully 
flat. Note that f need not be flat; for instance, consider the following short exact 
sequence in GrR over a field k of characteristic p: 
Note that if g in DCR (or DCR_) is etale, then this immediately implies that 
C 1oc = Spec A1oc is trivial, and therefore any such g = ( cet, c't), ig) is isomorphic to 
a minimal object ( cet, Spec R, 0) in DC R (or DC R,(J) respectively, by Proposition 
1.5.11 (and Corollary 1.8.2) respectively. 
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Remark 1.6.4. We make some general remarks about base change. 
1. Note that the definition of objects Q = (Spec A, Spec Ab, ig) E DG R,tJ depends 
on the structure morphism Q ~ R in a subtler way than the definitions of 
objects in DG R and GrR do: 
If g E DGR,tf is not etale, and R' is an {j -algebra, then base change R ~ R' 




commutes. This diagram must commute m order that Q Q9 R' E DG'R tJ> 
' 
because of the induced action on the R'-modules Ng0 R' and t(;;0 R,; each o E tJ 
acting via the homomorphism tJ ~ End Q acts on these R'-modules via the 
composition tJ ~ R ~ R'; if o is to act 'by scalars', this must be equal to the 
action of o via the map tJ ~ R'. 
2. For etale g E DGR,tf> g @R R' E DGR',tf for any base change morphism 
R ~ R', since if Q is etale, Ng and JA,j I~, are the zero-module, so the 
condition that tJ act 'by scalars' is vacuous. 
3. If Q E DGR,tJ, then we can take the special fibre Q Q9 k in DAR by Lemma 
1.4.4; the morphisms Li, £, z reduce to morphisms of Q Q9 k satisfying the group 
axioms, and therefore Q Q9 k E DGk· If we consider k as an tJ-algebra via the 
composition tJ ~ R ~ k, then since Ng0 k = Ng Q9 k and t(;;0 k = t(;; Q9 k, it 
follows that Q Q9 k E DGk,tJ· Therefore the special fibre of a strict 6'-module 
is again a strict 6'-module (in the appropriate category). 
1.7 Examples 
We're now in a position to define some objects in the categories DG R and DG R,tf· 
1. If R = k, and k is an tJ-algebra with n acting as the zero endomorphism 
of k, we may consider some Q E DGR,tJ, such that :F(Q) = o:q, where o:q = 
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Spec R[T]/(Tq) is the group scheme kernel of qth power Frobenius on Ga. 
Here t* = (T)/(T2) and N = (Tq)/(Tq+l ). Again we may take o*T = oT 
for o E {j as our strict 0'-action; this works because aq = a for a E IFq and 
1r* = 1f = 0 (so the action of 1r* on Ng is also by scalars). 
2. Let .CT[1r] be given by 
(Spec R[T]f(Tq- 1rT), Spec R[T]f((Tq- 1rT)T), i.cT[7rJ), 
where i.cT[1r] is dual to the obvious surjection R[T]/((Tq-1rT)T) ~ R[TJI(Tq-
1TT), ~*(T) = T 0 1 + 1 0 T, a*T = aT for a E IFq, and 1r*T = 1rT- Tq. 
Note that the special fibre of .CT[1r] is isomorphic to aq as a group scheme, 
although the isomorphism does not extend to an isomorphism in DGZ,o· 
3. If G = Spec A is any etale R-group scheme, for R some 0'-algebra, F' (G) 
may be made into a strict 0'-group scheme by taking any homomorphism 
0' ~ End(F'(G)). This is because we may take AI> = Aloe = R (if IA is the 
augmentation ideal of A, 11 = IA since G is etale), and then t* = N = (0), so 
the condition that tJ act 'by scalars' on these modules is vacuous. 
1.8 First properties of strict deformations 
Note that there are obvious forgetful functors DGR ~ GrR and F: DGR,O ~ GrR 
sending g = (G, c~>, ig) to G. 
Proposition 1.8.1. Let g = (SpecA,SpecA~>,ig) E DGn,o· If 
9' = (Spec A, 8 Spec Bl>, ig) 
in DC R is minimal (the existence of such a minimal 9' is guaranteed by Proposition 
1.5. 7}, then the decomposition AI> = Bl> EB K of Corollary 1.4.8 is compatible with 
the tJ-action, in the sense that o*(BI>) C Bl> and o* K c K, for all o E tJ. 
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Proof. K c Ng, so by definition of strict action, o*k = ok for all o E tJ, hence 
o* K C K for all o E tl. Suppose o*b rf. BP for some b E I E•, ie o*b = b' + k for some 
b' E BP and k E K. Reducing modulo I~. gives 
- .,.., -
o*b = b + k. 
Since o* acts on t(; = I A• /I~. 'by scalars' by definition, it follows that 
7i' + k = ob mod I~. 
It follows that k = 0 mod IE., and hence k E IE• +I~ •. But K n I~. = {0} and 
K nIB. = {0} by Corollary 1.4.8. Since I~., IB. c BP, it follows that k = 0, and 
therefore o* Bb C Bb as required. D 
Corollary 1.8.2. Any 9 = (Spec A, Spec AP, ig) E DG'R,tJ is isomorphic to a mini-
mal 9' E DG'R,tJ (the isomorphism being in DGR,tJ). 
Proof. By Proposition 1.5.11, there's a minimal 9' = (Spec A, Spec Bb, ig) E DG'R 
which is isomorphic to 9 (the isomorphism being in DG'R) inducing AP ~ Bb (f) K by 
Lemma 1.4.8. Since o* BP c BP in AP by the proposition, we can give BP the same 
0'-action it has as a submodule of AP, and we get a map Bb -t BP (f) K which is 
tJ-linear (hence strict). Therefore we get a strict map 9 -t 9', which is in DG'R,tJ· 
Since o* K C K, the projection Bb (f) K -t BP is also a tJ-linear map, giving a map 
9' -t 9. Both of these maps are isomorphisms on the level of Spec A, and therefore 
they are the identity in DG'R tJ· 
, 
D 
Corollary 1.8.3. Isomorphisms in DG'R tJ are two-sided, in the sense that if there 
, 
is a map 1 : 9 -t 1t inducing an isomorphism F(Y) ~ F(1t), then there's a map 
g : 1t -t 9 such that F(g) oF(]) = ide and F(]) o F(g) = idH. Hence 9 "' 7-l in 
DGR,(J· 
Proof. By the preceding corollary, there's a minimal 9' isomorphic to 9. Composing 
with ], we get an morphism from 9' to 1t, which is an isomorphism on the level of 
group schemes and is two-sided by the proof of the previous corollary. Hence we get 
a morphism 1t ..,..... 9' -t 9 which is an isomorphism on the level of group schemes, 
and composition with its inverse 9 -t 9' '---' 9 gives the identity map on the level of 
group schemes on 9 and 7-l respectively. 0 
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Remark 1.8.4. Note that if g E DG n,o, it is not necessarily isomorphic to any 1t E 
DGn,o just because .F(Q) rv .F(1t). For instance, take O:q and .CT[n] over k, both 
of which are minimal. .F(o:q) ~ .F(.CT[n]), and this isomorphism is even compatible 
with the strict action on the level of group schemes. But this isomorphism does not 
extend to an isomorphism from O:q to .CT[n) which is 0'-linear, by consideration of 
the n* action. 
We now give an explicit construction of the kernel of a fiat morphism in DG'R,o, 
following [Fa102). 
Proposition 1.8.5. Let g = (SpecA,SpecAb,ig),7t = (SpecB,SpecBb,iH) E 
DG'R,0 , and let 7 : g ---+ 1t be a morphism between them. Thenif .F(J) : Spec A ---+ 
Spec B is a fiat morphism (ie, A is fiat as a B-module), 7 has a kernel in DGR,0 . 
Proof. Let .F(Q) = G, and .F(H) = H. Then the fiat kernel of .F(f) is G xH Spec R, 
which will be denoted by K, is represented by the algebra A/ J*(I8 ), which is fiat. 
For any FE Grn, the sequence 
is exact, since K is a kernel in Grn. 
By definition of 9, there is a ring R[X1, ... , Xn] with an ideal I such that 
A1oc t'V R[X1, ... , Xn)/ I, 
Ab ~ R[X1, ... ,Xn]/(Xl, ... ,Xn)I. 
(1.8.1) 
We define an object K =(Spec O'K, Spec O'k, iK) E DSn by 
O'K "'A/ J*(Is), 
O'Jt"' R[X1, ... , Xn)/(I + j*1oc(J8 ,oc)), (1.8.2) 
O'k rv R[X1, ... , Xn)/(Xl, ... , Xn)(I + J*b(Isb)). 
There is a unique comultiplication on O'K making Spec O'K an R-subgroup scheme 
of Spec A by a property of kernels in Grn; the comultiplication lifts uniquely to 
comultiplication on O'k by Proposition 1.5.7, so that K E DGn. The map K---+ g 
given by Ar-t A/ J*(Is) and Ab r-t R[X1 , ... , Xn)/(X1 , ••. , Xn)IA is compatible with 
comultiplication by Proposition 1.5.8; therefore this map is a morphism in DG R· 
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We define an action of tJ on tJ K and O'k as follows: any x E (j K is the image of 
some a E A, where x =a mod f*(Is). Since o*(J*(Is)) = f*(o* Is) C f*(Is), o*a 
is well-defined modulo f*(Is), and we set x* to be equal to the image of o*a modulo 
!*(Is). Similarly, since o* f* (I s•) C f* (I s•), we can define an action of tJ on tlk. 
Therefore the subscheme Spec A/ f* (Is) C Spec A is closed under the action of 
any o E 6; since o* is an endomorphism of of Spec A as a group scheme, it follows 
that it is also an endomorphism of Spec A/ f* (Is) as a subgroup scheme. The fact 
that the action of o* on Spec O'k is compatible with comultiplication now follows by 
Proposition 1.5.8; therefore we have an a homomorphism of rings {j ~ EndDGn K. 
Since the maps A~ (jK and At>~ tlk are closed immersions, and the 6-action 
on OK, O'k is induced from the 6-action on A, A 11 , the morphism K ~ g is 0'-linear. 
If we identify NH with its image in fJk, it follows by consideration of equations 
(1.8.1) and (1.8.2) that NJC = NH + f 11*Us•), and (j acts by scalars on this: the 
action on NH is by scalars since 1i is strict, and the action on Jh (I s•) is strict since 
P* is 0'-linear and the 0'-action on I s• is by scalars up to terms in I~., which are 
anyway sent by P* to terms projecting to zero in C 11 • It's obvious that the tJ-action 
on t';: is by scalars since it's a quotient of tg, so the action of tJ on K is strict. 
Clearly F(K) = K. Since F is an equivalence of categories from DGR_ to GrR, 
the sequence 
(1.8.3) 
is exact for any A E DGR_. In order to show that K (with its {j action) is the kernel 
of f in DGR_,0 , we must show that the following sequence is exact: 
0 ~ HomDG* (A, K) ~ HomDo· (A, Q) ~ HomDG* (A, H) R,(J R,(J R,(J 
for each A E DGR_ 0 . The leftmost arrow is clearly an inclusion, because K ~ G 
' 
is a closed immersion. It suffices to show exactness at the middle term, ie that if 
hE HomDG* (A, Q) ~----+ 0, ie h o 1 = 0, then h factors through K. But this follows R,(J 
by exactness of (1.8.3), and strictness is automatic. D 
Proposition 1.8.6. If g = (Spec A, Spec A 11 , ig) E DGR_,0 , then there exists an 
exact sequence 
(1.8.4) 
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where go and get are etale and connected respectively, such that applying :F to the 
above sequence yields the usual exact sequence 
where G0 is the maximal connected subgroup scheme of G, and cet is its maximal 
etale subquotient, as discussed in [Tat97, §3. 7}. 
Proof. Since R is noetherian, we can apply Theorem 1.2.5, which tells us that A 
has only finitely many maximal ideals mi, and A = It Am;. Therefore Am; = eiA 
for some idempotents ei E A. Since c-*(ei) is idempotent for each ei, c-*(ei) is 0 or 1 
(these being the only idempotents in R). But since eiej = bij, c-*(ei) =/= 0 for exactly 
one of these, e1 , say, as c-* is a non-zero map. Then we take A0 = A/(1- e1) to be 
the algebra of the connected part (as is usual for group schemes). All the other ei 
are in !A, so their image under the map A--t Aloe is zero; therefore, A 01oe =Aloe, 
A011 = A11 , and we can form go in the obvious way. tJ gives a well-defined action 
on A0 because o*(1 - ei) C (1 - e1) for all o E tJ (o* must map 1 - e1 to another 
idempotent killed by c-*, and all such idempotents are in the ideal (1- ei)). 
The cokernel of the morphism go --t g is get, which has algebra Aet the maximal 
etale subalgebra of A, and Aet,loe = Aet,il = R. D 
The following lemma is taken almost verbatim from [Wat79, Theorem 6.8]; we 
make slight modifications to take account of the fact that we have a strict tJ -action. 
Lemma 1.8. 7. For all g E DG'k u' g decomposes as a direct product of go and get 
' 
(g0 and get are as defined in Proposition 1.8.6}: 
Proof. Let g = (SpecA,SpecA11 ,ig). Let N be the nilradical of A. By [Wat79, 
Theorem 6.2], A/ N is separable, and A/ N ®A/ N is reduced. Therefore the map 
A ~ A® A --t A/ N ® A/ N 
factors through A/N, and AjN, and defines a closed subgroup scheme on G. By 
[Wat79, Lemma 6.8], A/N rv Aet (Aetas in the proof of Proposition 1.8.6); therefore 
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A/N admits an 0'-action (necessarily strict since it is etale), and the exact sequence 
(1.8.4) splits, so g is a semi-direct product of go and get. Since g is abelian, it 
follows that g rv go X get. D 
Chapter 2 
Dieudonne theory 
We work throughout this chapter with k a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 
containing lFq, where q = pr for some fixed r E N, and tJ = 1Fq[[1r]]. We choose once 
and for all an inclusion lFq c k, such that k is an 0-algebra via 1r ~----+ 0 E k and the 
map from lF q c tJ to k is the above inclusion. 
2.1 Summary of the results of this chapter 
This chapter consists of finding the correct analogue of classical Dieudonne theory for 
our situation. We therefore present an introduction to classical Dieudonne theory, 
and state how our situation is related to the classical one, before describing our 
main result. A version Dieudonne theory was developed in [Fa102), but using very 
different methods: the Dieudonne theory developed here is explicitly related to 
classical Dieudonne theory. 
Classical Dieudonne theory over k is based around the ring of Witt vectors W ( k) 
(see [Ser62) for an explicit construction). Essentially this ring consists of infinite 
sequences 
( ao' . . . ' an' ... ) 
where ai E k for each i, and addition and multiplication of Witt vectors are given 
by families of polynomials. The simplest example of the Witt vectors is perhaps 
W(lFp), which is isomorphic to 'llp. 
36 
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The most important property of addition of Witt vectors for us is the following: 
p. ( ao, ... , an, ... ) = ( 0, ag, ... , a~, ... ) 
where p. denotes addition p times (p being the characteristic of k). This allows 
us to factorise multiplication by p as a product of the morphisms of rings V (Ver-
schiebung): 
(ao, ... , an, ... ) 1---+ (0, ao, ... , an, ... ) 
and F (Frobenius): 
( ao, . . . , an, . . . ) ~----+ ( ag, . . . , a~, . . . ) . 
We also have finite quotients of W(k) by vn for each n E N, which we denote by 
Wn(k). For example, Wn(IFp) rv 'lljpnz. 
Using the additive group law (but not the multiplication) on Wn, it's possible to 
introduce a k-group scheme Wn of finite type representing the Witt vectors of length 
n, which also admits morphisms V and F. For any k-algebra R, Wn(R) consists of 
vectors of length n: 
for ao, ... , an-1 E R. 
In fact, each finite commutative k-group scheme admits morphisms F and V, 
such that 
[p] = F o V = V o F, 
where [p] denotes the group operation applied p times. 
In [Fon77], Fontaine created an analogue of Witt vectors, called Witt covectors; 
to each k-algebra R is associated CW(R), the set of infinite series 
where each ai E R, and there are integers r, s (depending on the infinite series) 
such that the sth power of the ideal generated by a_r, a_r_ 1 , ... , a_n, ... is zero. 
This allows Fontaine to define a group law on such sets, by analogues of the usual 
formulas for addition of Witt vectors. Analogues of the usual results for Witt vectors 
hold; for instance, 
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and [p] factors into a product of F'robenius and Verschiebung, as for Witt vectors. 
The crucial difference between Fontaine's covectors and the usual Witt vectors is 
that there are non-zero covectors such that V acts as the identity on them ( eg 
( ... , a, ... , a) where a is nilpotent), whereas there are clearly no Witt vectors with 
this property. 
With these covectors, Fontaine was able to make an interpretation of the Dieu-
donne anti-equivalence of categories from the category Grk (defined in Definition 
1.5.2) to a category of finite-length modules over a certain ring, via the functor 
G""' Homk(G, CW). 
In the course of this chapter, we will discover that for each triple Q, given by 
(Spec A, SpecA11 , ig) E DGk,tJ (and hence also DG'k,u), its image G = F(Q) E Grk 
(a k-group scheme) has the property that V = 0: 
Theorem 1 (2.5.1). Let g E DGk,tJ· Then V = 0 on F(Q). 
We will see that we can introduce a functor V n (an analogue of V) on DCA: tJ> 
, 
such that we have the following factorisation, 
noting that the existence of V n was sketched in [Fa102]. 
We will show that there is an anti-equivalence of categories from DG'k,u to the 
category (DModh of finite length modules over a ring qA; this is the content of the 
following Theorem 1 : 
Theorem 2 (2.9.8). Let M be the functor from DGk,u to (DMod)k given by 
Then M is an anti-equivalence of categories. 
1In the statement of the theorem, the subscript xo denotes the k-submodule ofHomk(.F(Q), Ga) 
on which all a E IFq acting via the endomorphism a* of .F(Q) act by scalar multiplication, ie by 
the map m ~ am for m E Homk(.F(Q), Ga), where we identify a E IF q with its image under the 
inclusion IF q -+ k. 
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(The subscript Mxo• for an tl-module M, denotes the submodule consisting of 
those mE M such that a*m =am for all a E IF~). 
This is the central result of the chapter, and of this thesis. The rest of this 
chapter now proceeds as follows: 
1. we give an explicit construction of the classical Verschiebung for k-group 
schemes, which we will make use of subsequently 
2. we give precise statements of the results we will use from classical Dieudonne 
theory 
3. we show that, for all objects g E DGk,tt> Verschiebung is trivial on the k-group 
scheme :F(Q) underlying g. 
4. we introduce a new functor V 11"> which is a functor on DGk,tJ• and acts as a 
replacement for V 
5. finally, we prove our anti-equivalence of categories. 
2.2 Classical Verschiebung 
We provide the complete construction of the classical Verschiebung V, in the cat-
egory Grk, since we will need to make use of its explicit construction later in this 
thesis. 
In order to do this, we recall some basic constructions from linear algebra 
2.2.1 Constructions from multilinear algebra 
In this chapter we make use of the nth symmetric power of a k-vector space. We 
provide its construction here, and sketch some basic properties. More details can be 
found in [FH91, Appendix B.2], although things are slightly different for us, since 
we work over a field of characteristic p > 0. 
We denote by Sn the group of bijections of { 1, ... , n}. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let V beak-vector space (or equivalently, a k-module). Then 
for n EN the nth symmetric power of V, denoted Symn V, is the quotient of V®n by 
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the subspace generated by all relations VI@· · · @Vn- Vu(I)@ · · · @Vu(n), for all CJ E Sn. 
Let 1r : V®n - Symn V denote the obvious projection. We denote n(vi@ · · ·@ vn) 
by VI· ... · vn; we also denote n(v?n) by vt. 
It will also be useful to define Symn A, for A a k-algebra; this means the nth 
symmetric power of A, considered as a k-module, not as a k-algebra. 
We recall some basic properties of Sym n V: 
1. if { ei} is a basis of V as a k-vector space (equivalently, as a k-module), then 
{ e· · e· · ... · e· I i 1 < i2 < · · · < i } tJ t2 ln - - - n 
is a basis for Symn V. 
2. In SymP V, 
for all VI, v2 E V. This follows since the coefficient of vt · v;n-p in the above 
expression is '( P~ )' by the binomial theorem, which is equal to zero ink unless 
n. p n. 
n =porn= 0. 
We now introduce a k-submodule TSymP V of SymP V, which is standard when 
working with comultiplication of group schemes in characteristic p (see [DG70], 
[Fon77]). We will use it to get an explicit factorisation of [p] (the composition 
G --+ GP --+ G where the first map is the diagonal embedding and the second 
is multiplication p - 1 times), thereby allowing us to define a functor V on the 
category of finite commutative k-group schemes through which [p] factors. 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let TSymP V denote the subset of SymP V consisting of v·P, for all 
v E V. Then TSymP V is a k-subspace (equivalently, a k-submodule} of SymP V. 
Proof. If vt, v:f E TSymP V, then vt + v:f = (VI + v2)"P, as above, so TSymP V is 
closed under addition. If A E k, Avt = (A 11Pvi)"P (pth roots exist in k since it is 
perfect), so TSymP V is closed under multiplication by every A E k. Therefore it is 
a k-subspace of SymP V. 0 
It is clear from this proof that TSymP V has no obvious characteristic zero ana-
logue, since this subset of SymP V is not closed under addition. On the other hand, 
TSymP V easily generalises to k-submodules TSymPn V C SymPn V for every n EN. 
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2.2.2 Construction of V 
In this subsection, we show how to define our morphism V on every finite commu-
tative affine group scheme over a perfect field k, such that [p] (p. id) factors as a 
composition of V and pth power relative Frobenius. An explicit construction of V 
is given in [DG70], but we provide one here since we need it for subsequent results. 
Definition 2.2.3. Let A be the algebra of a finite commutative affine k-group 
scheme. 
Let A(Pn) denote the k-algebra A twisted by nth power Frobenius, ie k ®k A, 
where the map k -----+ k is the composition of n times the Frobenius k -----+ k for n ~ 0, 
or -n times the inverse Frobenius, for n < 0. (The inverse Frobenius is defined 
since k is perfect.) We take the algebra morphism k ~ A(pn) to be the map sending 
a E k to a® 1. Let F : A(P) -----+ A be the k-linear morphism of algebras given by 
a® a 1-t aaP (clearly this gives rise to a family of maps F: A(Pn) -----+ A(pn-I) for each 
n). F is clearly functorial on the category of k-algebras, because every morphism 
commutes with Frobenius, up to a twist k -----+ k. 
We denote the k-group scheme represented by A(Pn) (with the structure morphism 
defined above) by G(pn)_ 
In this section, we denote by D* : A®P-----+ A the map defined by a 1 ® · · · ® aP 1-t 
a 1 ... ap (this is dual to the scheme-theoretic diagonal morphism G -----+ GP). Note 
that this map factors through the map 1r : A®P -----+ SymP A of Definition 2.2.1, 
since A is a commutative algebra. In fact, it is the composition of 1r with the map 
SymP A-----+ A given by a1 · a2 · · · · • aP 1-t a 1a2 ... ap. 
Caution 2.2.4. As discussed in Remark 1.6.4, the arbitrary base change of a 
strict 6-group scheme g E DGk,fJ is not always strict, and in particular Q(P) = 
( Q(P), Gi>CP), ig) does not have 6 acting by scalars for general 6 and k. However, in 
certain special cases, it will be possible to define g(pn), for certain n (see below). 
Definition 2.2.5. Let A be the algebra of a commutative k-group scheme. We 
define a morphism f n : A -----+ A ®n by 
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If Q = (Spec A, Spec A 11 , ig) E DG k, then we can define f~ analogously to f n: 
Lemma 2.2.6. Let A be the algebra of a finite rank commutative k-group scheme. 
For all n > 2, fn has symmetric image, ie fn(a) is invariant under the action of 
the symmetric group Sn on A0 n sending a1 ®···®an to aa(1) ® · · · ® aa(n), for all 
O" E Sn. 
Similarly, ifQ = (SpecA,SpecA11 ,ig) E DGk, thenforalla E A 11 , f~(a) E (A0 P) 11 
is invariant under the obvious action of Sn. 
Proof. The proof for fn by induction. For n = 2, the result follows by commutativity 
of 6. *. So assume the statement is true for n = r - 1, and prove it for n = r. 
By induction, fr- 1(a) is invariant under Sr_1 for all a E A, hence invariant under 
the transposition (r- 1 r- 2). Since fr = (6.* ® id®r-2 ) o fr-1, it follows that fr(a) 
is invariant under ( r r - 1) for all a E A. 
By the associativity axiom, it follows that the diagram 
A 
1 fr-1 
commutes, so fr(a) is invariant under the permutation (r 1 ... r- 2 r- 1). Since 
Sr is generated by this permutation and any transposition, the result follows. 
The proof for f~ follows in the same way. 0 
Lemma 2.2.7. Let Q = (SpecA,SpecA11 ,ig) E DGk· Then (A0 n)l> c:::! (A 11 ) 0 n/In for 
all n > 2, where In is the ideal 
F: th I rv ~ 1®i-1~V~I ~V~1®n-i d N. rv ~ 1®i-1~V~N, ~V~1®n-i ur er, (A0n)b = L...d:Si:Sn VY ADVY ' an gn = D1:Si:Sn VY QVY • 
Proof. We prove this by induction. The statement is true for n = 2 by the definition 
of (A® A) 11 in the proof of Proposition 1.4.13. So assume true for n = i, ie (A0 i)l> rv 
(Ai>)®i / Ii, with I(A0i)" and Ng; as in the statement of the lemma. 
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By definition, (A®i+l? ,..._, ( (AP)®i IIi) 0 AD I (I(A®i)~ 0 1 + 1 ®i 0 I A~ )(Ngn 0 1 + 
1 ®i 0 Ng) c:>! (AP)®i+l I Ii+1 as required. The other results follow similarly. 0 
Lemma 2.2.8. Let A be the algebra of a finite commutative k-group scheme. Let 
e1, e2, ... , en be any basis for !A as a k-module. Let a EA. If 
fp(a) = L ai 1 , ... ,ipeit 0 · · · 0 eip' 
it , ... ,ip 
for some ai 1 , ... ,ip E k) then 
1r(j (a)) -""a· ·e·P p - L-.t l, ... ,1 i ' 
i 
where 1r : A®P ---t SymP A is the map of Definition 2.2.1. Hence the composition 
1r o fP: A---t SymP A factors through TSymP A. Further) D*(fp(a)) = Li ai, ... ,ief· 
Proof By Lemma 2.2.6, fp(a) is invariant under the action of every cr E Sp, so 
ai 1 , ... ,ip = aia(lJ•···,ia(pJ. Letting 8i for 1 ~ i ~ p be the number of times i occurs 
in i 1 , ... , ip, the coefficient of ei1 •.• eip in D*(fp(a)) is therefore 81 t<ln!ai1 , ... ,ip· If 
i1 # ij' for some j,j', then this is zero, since p = 0 in-A, so 1r(fp(a)) = Liai, ... ,ie{, 
as required. Hence 1r o fP : A ---t SymP A factors through TSymP A c SymP A by 
definition of TSymP A. 
The fact that D*(fp(a)) = Li ai, ... ,ief follows since D* : A®P ---t A factors through 
1r, as desccribed in Definition 2.2.3. 
0 
Proposition 2.2.9. Let A be the algebra of a finite commutative k-group scheme 
G. Then there is a morphism of k-group schemes V : G ---t G(l/p) such that [p] 
factorises as 
[p] = p(l/p) o v = v(p) o F. 
Proof Consider the following sequence of k-modules and k-module morphisms: 
A ~ A®P ~ SymP A 
where 1f is the map of Definition 2.2.1. Let e1 , ... , en (linearly independent) generate 
A as a k-module. 
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For each a E A, fp(a) can be expressed uniquely as a sum 
for some ai1 , ... ,iv E k. 
By Lemma 2.2.8, 
1r(Jp(a)) = L ai, ... ,iei · ... · ei, 
1:-::;i::;n 
and 1r(Jp(A)) c TSymP A c SymP A. 
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We define a morphism TSymP A - A(P) of k-modules by a·P ~---> 1 Q9 a, for all 
a EA. This is a morphism of groups by Lemma 2.2.2, and k-linear since 
for all a E A,,\ E k. Let V : A - A(p) be the composition of this morphism with 
1r o JP, which is a morphism of k-modules; we now show that it is a morphism of 
k-algebras. 
Let a, a' E A be arbitrary, then 
fp(a) = L l'Xi 1 , ... ,ivei1 Q9 · · · Q9 eiv 
ii , ... ,ip 
fp(a') = L a~ 1 , ... ,ivei1 Q9 · · • Q9 eiv· 
it , ... ,ip 
By Lemma 2.2.8, 1r(jp(a)) = l.:.:i ai, ... ,ie{, and 1r(fp(a')) = l.:.:i a~, ... ,ie{, and therefore 
by definition of V, 
V(a)V(a') = ( ~ <>i, ... ,i 0 e,) (~a;, .. ,; 0 e;) = t= <>i,.,,a;, ,; 0 e;e;. (2.2.1) 
On the other hand, 
1:-::;ii , ... ,ip::;n 
1:-::;i~ , ... ,i~::;n 
and therefore 
"""' l'Xi1 ... iva~, i' ( ei 1 ei') · ... • ( eivei'). L ' ' }!'"'P 1 p (2.2.2) 
1:-::;ii , ... ,ip::;n 
1:-::;i~ , ... ,i~::;n 
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For any choice of i 1 , ... , ip, i~, ... , i;, the ordered pairs of subscripts of ( eii ei~), ... , 
(eipei~) occur together in any order in this sum in p!/(Ili,j 6i)) ways, where 6i,j is 
the number of times the ordered pair of subscripts of ( eiei) occurs in our list of 
ordered pairs. 
Since p = 0 in k, and the coefficients ai1 i and a', ., are invariant under , ... , p 11 , ... ,tp 
permutation of subscripts by Lemma 2.2.6, the terms 
ai1 ... ipa~, ;1 (ei1 ei' ) · ... · (eipei' ) 
' ' "l'"""'"P 1 p 
in the sum (2.2.2) cancel unless i 1 = · · · = ip and i~ = · · · = i; (otherwise 6i,j < p 
for all i, j), and 
"'""' ai ... ia~, ;,(eiei') · ... · (eiei') = "'""'ai ... ia~, ;,(eiei')·P. L...t ' ' " , ... ,r. L...t ' , .. , ... ,, 
l:S:i:S:n i,i' 
Therefore 
V(aa') = "'""' ai ... ia1' 1- ® eie1·, L...t ' ' , ... , 
i,j 
and comparing with (2.2.1), we deduce that V(aa') ~ V(a)V(a'), so Vis a k-algebra 
homomorphism as required. 
We now show that p(l/p) o V = [p]: if n(Jp(a)) = 2:: ai, ... ,iei · ... · ei, then 
(F o V)(a) = F(ai, ... ,i ® ei) = ai, ... ,ief; on the other hand, 
- "'""'a· .£! L...t t, ... ,t i ' 
i 
where the last equality follows by Lemma 2.2.8. Therefore [p](a) = (F(lfp) o V)(a), 
hence [p] = p(l/p) o V. 
F is functorial on the category of k-schemes, since for every pair of k-group 
schemes G, H and morphism f : G ---+ H, the diagram 
G ~ Q(P) 
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commutes, where Fe and FH are the Frobenius morphism on G and H respectively. 
If we let H = Q(l/p), and f be the morphism V : G -t Q(l/p) defined above, then 
we get the required result F(l/p) o V = V(P) oF. The fact that V is a morphism 
of k-group schemes (and not simply a morphism of k-schemes) now follows since 
[p](l/p) 0 v = v 0 F(lfp) 0 v = v 0 [p]. 
0 
Remark 2.2.10. It follows that any finite commutative affine k-group scheme G 
admits a morphism V : Q(P) -t G. In fact V is functorial in the category of finite 
commutative affine k-group schemes, although we shall not prove this. 
Now we have introduced V, we can define an important subcategory ofGrk which 
we shall require later in this chapter. 
Definition 2.2.11. Let Grk be the full subcategory of Grk consisting of those k-
group schemes on which Vis nilpotent. 
2.2.3 Examples 
1. V : J-L't) -t /-Lp is induced by the map on algebras k[X]/(XP - 1) -t k ® 
k[X]/(XP- 1) sending X to 1 ®X. This follows since ~*(X)= X® X. 
2. V : a};l """"'-+ ap is the unique homomorphism of group schemes factoring over 
the base, Speck: if k[X]/(XP) is its algebra, with comultiplication given by 
~*X= X® 1 + 1 ®X, then fp(X) = L":: 1 ~i~p 1®i-l ®X® 1®p-i, and hence 
n(fp(X)) = 0, implying that V(X) = 0. 
3. V : 'llfp'll(p) -t 'llfp'll is also the unique homomorphism factoring over Speck: 
if its algebra is k[X]/(XP- X), with comultiplication given by ~*X= X® 
1 + 1 ® X, then the argument given above for ap applies. 
Remark 2.2.12. Of course, twisting the above group schemes by inverse Frobenius 
on fields ( k -t k) gives us maps V : G -t Q(P- 1). 
For finite group schemes over a field, the operations V and F are dual to one another; 
for details of this duality, see, for instance, [DG70]. 
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2.3 Results from classical Dieudonne theory 
We outline the results from classical Dieudonne Theory which we will need in the 
course of this chapter. 
Classical Dieudonne theory provides an anti-equivalence of categories between 
the abelian category Grk of finite-rank commutative k-group schemes and the cat-
egory of Dk-modules, where Dk is the non-commutative ring of Witt vectors W(k) 
with two endomorphisms F and V adjoined, which satisfy the following relations 
Fw = w(P)p 
wV = vw<P) 
FV=VF=p 
where w denotes (w0 , WI, ... , Wn, ... ) E W(k), and wCP) denotes the Witt vector 
( w:;, ... , w~, ... ) . 
We let Wn denote the truncated Witt vectors of length n; this is a finite-type 
k-group scheme, represented by the algebra k[X0 , ... , Xn-IJ, with comultiplication 
given by 
for all xi' where the si are the polynomials (with coefficients in k) determining 
addition of Witt vectors, for which formulas are given in [Ser62] and [Fon77]. 
There is a homomorphism of rings 
where Facts as the Frobenius endomorphism of Wn as a k-group scheme, Vas the 
morphism Wn --t W~P-l) given by V(Xi01) = Xi-I fori< n-1, and V(Xn-I01) = 
0 (it can be verified that, with this definition, F o V = V oF= [p]), and such that 
w = ( Wo, WI, ... , Wn, ... ) acts on Wn as follows: 
Explicitly, the image of (a, 0, ... ) E W(k) C Dk in Endk Wn is the endomor-
phism of Wn given by the algebra map Xo f----t aXo, X1 f----t aP XI, ... , Xn-1 f----t 
p»-lx s· ( ) - (o p p ) t t a n-1· 1nce p. ao, a1, ... , an,... - , a0 , ... , an_1, ... , one can recons rue 
the endomorphism of Wn which is multiplication by (a0 , ai, ... , an, ... ) as (ao, ... ) + 
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p.(a~1P, 0, ... )+ ... ,from which one can easily derive explicitly the algebra morphism 
of Wn corresponding to multiplication by an arbitrary Witt vector in W(k). 
Analogously to Fontaine's functor (based on covectors), there is a functor M, 
given by: 




from Gr~ to the category of Dk-modules, where Dk acts on Homk(G, Wn) via its 
action on Wn for each n. The direct limit is the one induced by the inclusion maps 
Wn -+ Wn+l arising from Verschiebung. 
This forms the basis for the anti-equivalence of categories of [DG70): 
Theorem 2.3.1. The functor M is an anti-equivalence of categories from Gr~ to 
the category of finite length Dk-modules on which V is nilpotent. 
Proof. [DG70, Chapter V,§1,Corollary 4.4) D 
We also state an analogous version for k-group schemes of finite type, which we 
shall have reason to use elsewhere in this chapter, since some important k-group 
schemes such as Wn (the Witt vectors of length n), and Ga (the additive group 
scheme) are not finite, but only of finite type over k. 
Theorem 2.3.2. The functor M is an anti-equivalence of categories from the cat-
egory of unipotent? k-group schemes of finite type to the category ofDk-modules on 
which V is nilpotent. 
Proof. [DG70, Chapter V,§1,Theorem 4.3) D 
We now state an analogous theorem of Fontaine, which provides an anti-equiv-
alence of categories between Grk and the category of finite length Dk-modules. 
Although this theorem is more general than Theorem 2.3.1 (stated above), we shall 
have reason to use both theorems in the course of this chapter, because we require 
some explicit properties of the functor M above. 
2Here unipotent means that the morphism of k-group schemes V defined earlier acts nilpotently 
on the k-group schemes considered 
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Theorem 2.3.3. There is an anti-equivalence of categories between Grk and the 
category of Dk-modules of finite length1 given by 
where Hom(e, CW k) (henceforth denoted M(e)) is the group of homomorphisms to 
a group of covectors cwk. In particular) the action ofF E Dk on M(e) is dual to 
Frobenius e(p)- e 1 and the action ofV E Dk is dual to the action of the morphism 
V: e- e(l/p) defined in Proposition 2.2.9. 
Proof. [Fon77, Chapter III,§l.4,Theorem 1] D 
Corollary 2.3.4. Let e be a finite commutative k-group scheme. Then there is a 
splitting 
of e into a product of etale1 multiplicative and local-local subschemes1 where F acts 
isomorphically on G'~t and nilpotently on em and; e 1 1 and V acts isomorphically on 
em and nilpotently on eet and e 1• 
Proof. Let M be the Dieudonne module associated to e by the anti-equivalence of 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let Me be the submodule of M on which Facts nilpotently, which is 
equal to Ker pn IM= Ker pn+l IM= ... for some n E Z. There is an exact sequence 
The map FnM - M/ Ker pn IM sending m E FnM C M to its image in the 
quotient M/ Ker pn IM is an isomorphism: it's injective, because if 0 =/:. m = Fnm', 
then m' ct. Ker pn' for any n', so m ct. Ker pn. 
pn : M/ Ker pn IM- M/ Ker pn IM is an isomorphism since Ker F 2n IM= 
Ker pn IM, and therefore for any mE M/ Ker pn IM, we may take m' = p-n(m), 
which is clearly the image of some m' E M under the projection M- M/ Ker pn IM 
(F-1 is defined as F is an isomorphism of finite rank k-modules). Since the following 
diagram commutes, 
M ~ M/KerFn IM 
1 Fn lFn 
M ~ M/KerFn IM 
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m = F11 m 1 maps tom under projection M---+ Ml Ker pn IM, and hence our map 
pn M ---+ M I Ker pn IM is surjective. Therefore it is an isomorphism. 
Inverting this isomorphism gives us a splitting MIMe ---+ pn M C M of this exact 
sequence, and therefore M rv Me X Met' where Met = pn M rv M I Ker pn IM. By 
Theorem 2.3.3 applied to this splitting, we get a splitting e rv ec X eet. Applying 
the above argument to ec with v instead ofF gives a further splitting ec f'V e1 X em 
of e into local-local and multiplicative parts, where V acts nil potently on e1, and 
as an isomorphism on em. 
Proposition 2.3.5. Let e E Grk be connected, and satisfy V 
TI:1 apa;, for some integers a1, ... , an E N. 
D 
0. Then e ~ 
Equivalently by Theorem 2. 3.1, the Dieudonne module associated to e has gen-
erators m1, ... , m 11 , and relations Vm1 = · · · = Vmn = 0 and pa;mi = 0. 
Proof Let M0 = M. Mol F M0 is a finitely generated Dk-module (non-trivial since 
F is nilpotent) with a finite number of generators m 1 , ... , m 1 which can be assumed 
linearly independent; let m 1, ... , m1 be any liftings of the generators to M 0 . As 
Dk is local, we can apply Nakayama's Lemma, which tells us that these liftings 
generate Mo as a Dk-module. Let M1 = F M + Dkm2 + · · · + Dkm1• Clearly Mol M1 
has one generator m satisfying Fm = V m = 0, and we have an exact sequence of 
Dk-modules 
0 ---+ M1 ---+ M 0 ---+ km ---+ 0, 
and dimk M1 < dimk M 0 . Clearly we can replace M0 by M1 , and repeat this process 
to get a sequence of Dk-submodules of M0 : 
where each quotient Md Mi+1 rv km. 
Clearly M71 _ 1 has the form described in the Proposition; we now show that if Mi 
has the form described in the Proposition, then so does Mi_1: the result will then 
follow by induction. We have an exact sequence 
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and Mi-l is generated by the generators m 1 , ... , mt of Mi, which satisfy relations 
Vmi = 0 and pa;mi = 0 for some integers ai, together with some lift m of m which 
satisfies Vm = 0 and Fm E Mi_1 , by exactness. 
If Fm E FMi_ 1 , then Fm = Fm' for some m' E Mi_1 , and we can replace m by 
m - m' to get Fm = 0, and then the exact sequence splits, and Mi clearly has the 
form described in the statement of the Proposition. 
If Fm tf_ FMi_ 1 , then 
Fm = L pw aw,jmj 
w,j 
for some constants aw,j E k. We can assume that aw,j = 0 for all j > 0 by 
subtracting terms in Mi-l from m, to reduce to an equation 
w 
where f3j = ao,j· There's some w E Z such that the right-hand side is killed by pw 
but not by pw-l. Therefore some m1 term is not killed by pw-l; eliminating it from 
our list of generators gives a Dieudonne module generated by 
and satisfying no relations except Vm1 = · · · = Vm1 = Vm = 0, pa;mi = 0 and 
paw+lm = 0, by a rank argument: rank Mi = rank Mi-l +rank km from the exact 
sequence, and the module just described has rank rank Mi-l + 1, hence Mi can 
satisfy no more relations or else the rank equality would not hold. Hence Mi has 
the form described in the statement of the Proposition. 
Hence, by induction, the result holds. D 
Corollary 2.3.6. The algebra of such a G is k[X1 , ... , XnJ/(Xt 1 , ••• , X~an), with 
group morphisms 
Ll*(Xi) =Xi® 1 + 1 ®Xi 
i*(Xi) =-Xi 
.s*(Xi) = 0 
Proof. By definition, the algebra of apa; is k[Xi]/(Xfa;), with Ll*(Xi) = Xi®1+ 1® 
Xi, i*(Xi) =-Xi, and .s*(Xi) = 0. The result now follows from the Proposition. D 
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Corollary 2.3.7. If G is presented as in the proof of the previous Corollary, then 
the only T E (X1 , ... , Xn) such that fl.*T = T Q9 1 + 1 Q9 T are sums of pith powers 
of Xj, ie 
T= I:ai,1xt 
i,j 
for some ai,j E k. 
Proof. The Dieudonne module associated to G by equation (2.3.1) is the direct 
limit ~Hom(C, Wn), which is equal to Hom(C,<Ga) since KerV lwn= Ga. The 
n 
Dieudonne module is given by generators m1 , ... , mn satisfying relations V mi = 0 
for all i and pa;mi by the Proposition, where each mi is the homomorphism C -t <Ga 
sending the parameter of <Ga to xi· 
From T E I A such that fl. *T = T Q9 1 + 1 Q9 T we can construct a homomorphism 
C -t <Ga sending the parameter of <Ga to T; such homomorphisms correspond to 
elements of the Dieudonne module, each of which can be expressed in the form 
i,j 




2.4 Consideration of group schemes admitting an 
fJ-action 
In this section, we consider what it means for a g E DCk to admit a homomorphism 
tJ -t Endvck (Q), and if ( C, Cb, ig) E DCic,0 , then we consider some possible Q. This 
leads naturally into the result of the following section, which is a condition on such 
C, in terms of classical Verschiebung, V. 
Remark 2.4.1. If g = (Spec A, Spec A 11 , ig) E DC R,o, then C = Spec A is killed by 
p, ie the morphisms (p] : C -t G and [p] 11 : G11 -t C 11 factor through R. This follows 
since there is a homomorphism of rings k[[1r]] ~ tJ -t EndvcR Q. 
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This condition is stronger than simply requiring that [p] : g -t g is the zero 
endomorphism in DG'R,(J, since zero endomorphisms in DGR,(J are not required to 
kill cu, but only G. In the following two sections, the full implications of this are 
discussed. 
In the following examples, we simplify matters somewhat by setting tJ = IFP[[1r]], 
and asking which group schemes G (of rank p) can occur in a triple (G, cu, ig) E 
DGk,(J· We note that since k is an 0'-algebra, 1r* must act trivially on the algebras 
of A and Au. 
Passing to the algebraic closure k of k, there are three isomorphism classes of 
Dk-modules of rank one over k: m0 k, where F(m0 ) = V(m0 ) = 0, m1k, where 
F(m1) = m1 and V(m1) = 0, and m 2k, where F(m2 ) = 0 and V(m2 ) = m2 . By the 
anti-equivalence of Theorem 2.3.3, these correspond to the three isomorphism classes 
of group schemes of order p over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0; 
a:P, (the additive k-group scheme of order p) /-Lp (the multiplicative k-group scheme 
of order p), and 'lljp'll (the etale k-group scheme of order p) respectively. They were 
all considered in §2.2.3. We now 'lift' them to analogues in DGk, and try to attach 
an 6-action to each one, such that they become objects in DGk,(J· 
2.4.1 Lifting ap 
Clearly we can lift a:P to (Spec k[T]/(TP), Spec k[TJI(TP+l), ig) E DGk; we have 
~*(T) = T 0 1 + 1 0 T, and via consideration of the counit axiom, ~u*(T) = 
T 0 1 + 10 T. Therefore [p] = [p]'u = 0, and in order to get an object in DGk,(J, we 
can set a:*T = a:T for all a: E IF P' and 1r*T can be chosen in several ways, some of 
which were considered in chapter 1. 
2.4.2 Lifting /-Lp 
Consider now /-Lp· As discussed in §2.2.3, this k-group scheme is represented by 
k[X]/(XP- 1), with ~*(X) =X 0 X and c-*(X) = 1. We can lift /-Lp to an object 
(Spec k[X]/(XP- 1), Spec k[X]/(XP- 1)(X- 1), i) E DGk 
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Substituting in T =X- 1, we see that /-lp is represented by k[T]j(TP) with 
We can lift J.-lp to an object (Speck[T]/(TP),Speck[T]/(TP+l),i) E DGk> by Propo-
sition 1.5.7. Since J! lifts JP, 
Therefore [p] 11 (T) = D* 11 o J;(T) = (T + 1)P- 1P :....:. TP =!= 0, which contradicts our 
assumption that [p] 11 = 0. Therefore no form of /-lp can occur in any g E DGk,fJ, for 
tJ = IF q [ [ 1r]] (even for p =/= q), since any such form would not satisfy [p] 11 = 0. 
2.4.3 Lifting (Z/pZ) 
The etale k-group scheme of order pis (Z/pZ), and it lifts to ((ZjpZ), Speck, i0 ) E 
DGk on which [p] vanishes. To make this object a member of the category DGk,u, 
it suffices to give an action of 1r* which is nilpotent (since the IFP action is simply 
comultiplication). Since IFp[[1r]] is required to act on our group scheme, 7r* must act 
nilpotently, and the only nilpotent automorphism of IFp is the map sending every 
a E IFP to zero, so there is a unique constant etale k-group scheme with IFp[[1r]]-action. 
2.5 Comultiplication on DG'k (J 
' 
We now prove the first main theorem of this chapter, which states that Vis zero on 
all objects Gin a triple g = ( G, G 11 , ig) in DGk,U (and hence DGk,0 , since its objects 
are exactly those of DGk,U ). Therefore, in what follows, we can assume that our G 
(ask-group schemes) lie in a subcategory of Grk, which will simplify our subsequent 
Dieudonne theory and classification. 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let g = (SpecA,SpecA 11 ,ig) E DGk,fJ· Then V = 0 on :F(Q). 
Proof. By Remark 2.4.1, [p] 11 = 0 and [p] = 0. 
We can suppose that k is algebraically closed (ie k = k), since if [p] 11 I(A®k)~ = 
[p] 11 I Ab 0 k =!= 0, then [p] 11 I A~ =I= 0, as comultiplication is compatible with base change 
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Applying Corollary 2.3.4, we get a splitting Spec A ~ cet X G1 X em' where v 
acts as an isomorphism on em and nil potently on G1 and cet, and F acts as an 
isomorphism on cet' and nil potently on G1 and em. 
Suppose that cet is non-trivial. Then since the functor :F : DC~ ---+ Grk is 
an equivalence of categories, the closed immersion cet ---+ G induces a morphism 
get ---+gin DC~, which is a closed immersion on the level of k-group schemes. get is 
a triple (Spec Aet, Spec Aet!J, iget ), and the map A ---+ Aet is a surjection as it is dual 
to a closed immersion. On Aet, [p] = F o V, and F is an isomorphism since Aet is 
etale. Hence V = 0 is implied by [p) = 0. 
If em is non-trivial, then consider its k-subgroup scheme KerF lam. It is anti-
equivalent by Theorem 2.3.3 to a Dieudonne module M on which V acts as an 
isomorphism. Since k is algebraically closed, V has an eigenvector m E M such that 
Vm = >.m for some >. E k. Replacing M by M/Dkm and possibly finding more 
eigenvectors of V if necessary, we can find a subquotient module M' of M which is of 
rank one, generated by some m E M' such that V m = m. By the anti-equivalence, 
this implies that Jlv c em c G, s!nce M' is dual to Jlv· Since :F : DC~ ---+ Grk is 
an equivalence of categories, there's a morphism (Jlv, Jl;, i) C g which induces an 
inclusion Jlv ---+ G, where (Jlv, Jl;, i) E DGk is the minimal object constructed in 
§2.4.2, such that if Jl; =Spec B 11 , [p] 11 liB,# 0. 
By Proposition 1.4.9, there's a surjection A 11 ---+ B 11 , and therefore [p] 11 II A• # 0, 
which contradicts [p]P II AO = 0. Therefore em is trivial. 
We now consider CZ. 
By Theorem 2.3.3, G1 is anti-equivalent to a Dieudonne module M = M 0 on 
which F and V are nilpotent. Suppose that V IM# 0 (equivalently, V lc1# 0. 
Pick any non-zero m 0 E M0 such that Fm0 = V m 0 = 0 (the existence of such 
an m 0 follows since F and V are nilpotent), and let M1 = M0 /Dkmo, so we have an 
exact sequence 
We can replace M0 by M1 , and continue this procedure to get a series of exact 
sequences until we arrive at a sequence 
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such that V IMn # 0 but V IMn+I = 0. 
By Proposition 2.3.5, Mn+l is the quotient of the free Dk-module with generators 
n1, ... , n 1 by the relations Vn1 = · · · = Vn1 = 0 and Fa;n;i = 0 for some integers ai. 
We have an exact sequence 
where Fa= Va = 0. 
Mn is generated by a (identifying a with its image in Mn) and some pre-images 
n 1, ... , n1 of n1 , ... , n1, such that Fa;ni E ka, and Vni E ak for all i. 
There are now two possibilities, which we consider separately: either Fa;ni = 0 
for all i, or else 0 # Fa;ni E ka for some i. In each case, we prove that [p]" # 0, 
which contradicts our above remark that [p]" = 0 for each 9 E DGk,tl· Hence V = 0 
on F(CJ). 
If Fa;ni = 0 for all i, then since V IMn# 0 and Va = 0, 0 # Vni E ka for some ni· 
Consider the subset of the ni such that V ni # 0, and pick any n1 (there may be more 
than one) from this subset such that a1 ::; ai for any ni in the subset. Subtracting 
scalar multiples of n1 from all other ni in the subset, we may assume that V n1 # 0, 
but V ni = 0 for all other ni, without changing the relations in F which the ni satisfy, 
so Mn is generated by n 1 , ... , n1, a with Fa;ni = 0 for all i, Vn1 # 0, Vni = 0 for all 
i # j, and Fa= Va = 0. The quotient of Mn by EBi#JDkni EB DkFnj is the module 
generated by a, ni with the relations Fa = Va = 0, Fni = 0 and V n1 = >.a for some 
>. # 0. Since >. # 0, replacing a by >.a, we can assume that V ni = a. 
This is the quotient of the Dieudonne module of the Witt vectors of length two 
(generated by w0 ,w1 , and with relations Vw0 = w1 and Vw 1 = 0) by pth power 
Frobenius. KerF lw2 is the group scheme Speck[X,Y}/(XP,YP) = SpecB, with 
VY = 0 and V X = Y, and therefore by the construction of V given in Proposition 
2.2.9, 1r(/p(X)) = Y'P. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.8, 
f (X)= '""' a· · Yi 1 0 · · · 0 yip mod "'(1°i fVI X 0l®p-i-1), p ~ tj, ... ,tp ~ '<Y 
iJ, ... ,ip i 
where a 1, ... ,1 = 1, and ai, ... ,i = 0 fori > 1. Letting B" = k[X, YJ/(XP, YP)(X, Y), 
the triple B = (SpecB, SpecB", i) E DSk is clearly minimal, and comultiplication 
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lifts uniquely to B'r> by Proposition 1.5.7; therefore 
f !J(X) = """' o:· . yi1@ ... @ yip mod ""'(l0i@ X@ 10p-i-l) p L....t ll, ... ,lp L....t 
il , ... ,ip 
and hence 
applying the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2.2.8 to cancel terms o:i!, ... ,ip 
where not all subscripts are identical. By Corollary 1.5.8, the inclusion Spec B C 
Gn C G1 C G lifts to a morphism B----+ gin DGk; by Proposition 1.4.9, the induced 
algebra morphism AIJ ----+ BIJ is a surjection, hence [p]!J 11 A~=/= 0, contradicting [p]!J = 0. 
If, on the other hand, 0-=/= pa;ni E ka for some i, then choose nj from the set of 
those ni such that 0 -=/= pa;ni E ka, such that aj ;:::: ai for all i. Subtracting a scalar 
multiple of pai-a;nj from each ni, we can reduce to the case where pa;ni = 0 for all 
i-=!= j. 
Since V I Mn-=/= 0, there is at least one ni such that 0 -=/= V ni E ka. Choose nj' 
from the set of those ni such that V ni -=/= 0, such that aj' < ai for each i; subtracting 
a scalar multiple of nj' from each ni, we can reduce to the case where Vni = 0 for 
all i-=!= j'. 
We now have two cases: j = j', and j -=/= j'. If j = j', then we can quotient by 
Dkni for all i-=/= j, and we get the Dieudonne module Dknj, where pai+1nj = 0, and 
0 =f. V nj E pai nj. We now consider these two cases separately. 
In the first case, using the fact that Frobenius is a-linear, where a : k ----+ k is 
the pth power map, and the fact that k is algebraically closed, we may assume by 
making the substitution n = Anj for some A E k that our Dieudonne module is 
Dkn, where pai+1n = 0 and Vn =pain. Consider the exact sequence of Dieudonne 
modules 
where M(W2 ) is the Dieudonne module associated to the Witt vectors of length 
two, given by generators x and y, with V x = y, Vy = 0, and no other relations, 
and the map f is the Dk-1inear endomorphism of M(W2 ) given by x ~----t pai+ 1x and 
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y ~ paix, which has cokernel Dkn. By the Dieudonne anti-equivalence of Theorem 
2.3.2, this exact sequence is dual to an exact sequence of k-group schemes 
where the map W2 -+ W2 is dual to the map of algebras k[X, Y] -+ k[X, Y] given 
by X~ XPai+l andY~ XPai; therefore the algebra of G' is k[X, Y]/(XPai+l, Y-
a· a·+l a· XP 1 ), which is isomorphic to k[T]/(TP 1 ), where VT = 1 Q9TP 1 • Hence G' C Gn. 
By construction of V given in Proposition 2.2.9, 1r(jp(T)) = (TPai )"P. We can 
lift SpecB to a minimal object (SpecB,SpecB11 ,i) E DGk as above, where B 11 = 
k[T]jTPai+2). 
Since 1r(jp(T)) = (TPai )"P, we can apply Lemma 2.2.8, which says that fp(T) has 
the form 
f (T) = ""' o: · · Th Q9 · · · Q9 Tiv P L 1}, ... ,tp . , 
ii , ... ,ip 
where o:pai , ... ,pai = 1, and o:i, ... ,i = 0 for all i =/= pai. Therefore 
f iJ(T) = ""' o:· . Tit Q9 ... Q9 Tip P L t[, ... ,tp , 
ii , ... ,ip 
and hence [p] 11 (T) = D* o J;(T) = TPai+I =/= 0. Since B is minimal, and our inclusion 
Spec B C Gn C G1 C G lifts to a morphism B -+ 9, we can apply the same 
arguments as before to deduce that [p] 11 11 A~=/= 0, which is a contradiction. 
In the second case, we can take the quotient of our Dieudonne module by Dkni 
for all i =/= j, j' to get the Dieudonne module generated by n1, nj', where V n1 = 0, 
Vn1, = ),Fain1 for some ), E k, pai+ln1 = 0, and Fai'nj' = 0. By replacing n1 by 
),Pai n1, we can assume that V nj' = pai n1. 
Consider the exact sequence of Dieudonne modules 
where M (W2 X wl) is the Dieudonne module of w2 X wl' with generators X' y' z' 
and relations Vx = y and Vy = Vz = 0, and f is the Dk-linear endomorphism 
of this Dieudonne module given by x ~ Fai' x, y ~ Fy, and z ~ y - pai z. By 
Theorem 2.3.2, this exact sequence is dual to an exact sequence of group schemes 
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where e' is a subgroup scheme of en by the Dieudonne anti-equivalence, since its 
Dieudonne module is a quotient of the Dieudonne module of en, w2 X wl has 
algebra k[X, Y, Z], with VX = 1 ® Y, and VY = VZ = 0, and e' has algebra 
k[X, Y, Z]j(XPai', YP, ZPai), with VX = 1®Y and VY = VZ = 0, which is congru-
a., a ·+1 
ent to B = k[X, Y]/(XP 1 , YP 1 ), with VX = 1 ® YP. 
Arguing as for the kernel of Frobenius on W2 (earlier in this proof), it can be 
shown that for any minimal B = (Spec B, Spec B 11 , i) E Dek such that F(B) = 
Spec k[X, Y]/(XPaj, ypai+ 1 ) and V X = 1 ® YP, [p) 11 Ia# 0, and that there is a 
surjection of algebras A11 ---+ B 11 , implying that [p) 11 11 A• # 0, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore we have a contradiction if V # 0 on ev., and hence V = 0 on ev.. 
Therefore, if V lcz= 0. Since em is trivial, and V lcet= 0 by the above argument, 
v = 0 on F(Y) = eet X et X em' and the result is proved. 0 
2.6 Idempotent operators 
In this section, we introduce some operators ei on the algebras A, Aloe and A 11 as-
sociated to an object Q E Dek,tf which will prove useful later. We also prove a 
lemma from representation theory, which we will use to construct our Dieudonne 
anti-equivalence. 
Definition 2.6.1. Let (Spec A, Spec A 11 , ig) = Q E De'k,o· Then for each 1 ::; i ::; 
q- 1, we can define morphisms of k-modules A---+ A , Aloe---+ Aloe and Ail---+ Ail 
ei =- L a-iat 
a ElF~ 
sending a E A to eia, aloe E Aloe to eialoe and a11 E A 11 to eia11 • Note that in this 
expression, a* refers to the morphism a* : Q --> Q of strict 0'-action on Q, and its 
induced action on A, Aloe and A 11 respectively. 
These operators are compatible with the quotient map q : Ail ---+ Aloe in the sense 
that q(eia11 ) = eiq(ail) for a11 E Ail, since the morphisms a* for a E 1Fq have this 
property. 
Remark 2.6.2. These operators are analogous to the ei defined in [OT70) for group 
schemes of order p; we prove that they have very similar properties. 
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Lemma 2.6.3. The operator ei satisfies the following identities: 
Proof. 1. The coefficient of a* in 2:1::;i::;q-1 ei (for a E IF~) is - 2:1::;i::;q-1 a-i, 
which is zero unless a = 1 (since it is invariant under multiplication by a). 
The coefficient of 1 * is clearly one, and therefore 2:1::;i::;q-1 ei = 1. 
2. For a = 0, the result is trivial; we now consider the case a =/= 0: 
3. 
{3*eiX =- L a-i{3*a* X 
a: ElF~ 
=- L a-i({3a)*X 
a: ElF~ 
=- L ~-if3il* X (substituting 1 = a{3) 
')'ElF~ 
= -{3i L 1--'il* X 
')'ElF~ 
eiei = L L (a{3)-i(a{3)* 
o:EIF~ /3EIF~ 
= :2:: (q- lh-il* 
')'ElF~ 
since a{3 = 1 has q- 1 solutions over a, {3 E IF~. If i =/= j, then 
eiej = L L a-i(3-i(a{3)*. 
o:EIF~ /3EIF~ 
Hence the coefficient of 1* in eiej is 2:o:EIF* a-i(ra- 1 )-i = ~-j 2:aEIF* ai-i, 
q q 
which is clearly invariant under multiplication by (3i-i for any {3 E IF~, and 
therefore zero. 
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0 
We need a basic lemma concerning endomorphisms of finite dimensional vector 
spaces. Let Xd : IF q --+ k for d = 0, ... , r - 1 be the homomorphisms of rings given 
by Xd(a) = aPd for a E IFq, where we implicitly identify a E IFq with its image ink. 
Lemma 2.6.4. Let V beak-module, and let p: IFq--+ Endk(V) be a homomorphism 
of rings. Then V decomposes as 
Xd 
where VXd C V is the k-vector subspace of V such that p( a) ( v) = Xd( a )v. (It's easy 
to verify that each Vxd is a k-vector subspace). 
Proof. Let v E V. Define 





because (as above) the sum vanishes unless a = 1. Further, p({3)vi = {3ivi, as in the 
proof of the previous result. If vi =/:. 0 fori not a power of p, then p(a + f3)(vi) = 
(a+ {3)ivi-# (ai + {3i)vi = (p(a) + p(f3))(vi), which contradicts the assumption that 
p is a homomorphism of rings. Therefore vi =/:. 0 only if i is a power of p. Setting 
Vx; =vp;, (2.6.1) gives 
Any pair VXd, Vxd' , for d -# d', are orthogonal since any 0 -# v E V inside both must 
satisfy a*v = aPdv = aPd' v for any a E IF~, which implies that o:Pd-pd' = 1. Taking a 
to be a generator of IF~, we see that this cannot hold unless pd- pd' - 0 mod q- 1, 
but by definition 0 ~ d, d' < r, which is a contradiction. This suffices to give the 
direct sum decomposition, as any VXd is clearly a k-submodule of V. 0 
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2. 7 Classifying connected schemes 
In this section, we provide an explicit classification theorem for all connected g E 
DG~.u' where the meaning of connected is that defined in the statement of Definition 
1.6.3. Since we know that V l.rw)= 0, classical results tell us what the structure of 
the algebras of such g look like; therefore, it suffices to determine the 0'-action on 
Q. This theorem is used in the following section, where we define an operation V 
explicitly on such connected g. 
In order to prove the theorem, we first need an elementary lemma about congru-
ences. 
Lemma 2.7.1. Let q = pr for some prime p and r E N. Then the values of 
l E N U { 0} satisfying the congruence 
1 = p1 mod q - 1. 
are exactly those such that r ll, ie such that p1 is a power of q. 
Proof. Solutions of the congruence correspond to solutions of 
for some lEN U {0} and wE Z. Therefore l = 0 or 
pl-1 
W= pr -1 
which is integer if and only if r ll. Therefore p1 = q11r, proving the result. 0 
Theorem 2. 7.2. Let g E DGk,u be connected. Then g ~ 1i = (Spec A, Spec A~, i1t) 
with 
a* Xi = a Xi for a E IF q, and 1r* Xi a linear combination of X(; in particular·, each 
polynomial1r* Xi factors through qth power Frobenius. 
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Proof. By Corollary 1.8.2, Q is isomorphic to some minimal H E DG'k,o· By 
Theorem 2.5.1, V l.r(ri)= 0. Therefore, applying Corollary 2.3.6, we see that 
:F(H) ~ Spec A, where 
for some integers ai, ... , an EN, and ~*(Xi) =Xi 0 1 + 1 0 Xi for all i. We may 
take 
since (A, AD, iA) E DAn is minimal, it's isomorphic to any other minimal object 
on the level of algebras by Corollary 1.4.6. By the counit axiom, it follows that 
~ *D xi = xi 0 1 + 1 0 xi in AD. 
The tJ -action is determined by the action of each o E {j on each Xi in AD; 
o* Xi = oXi mod (XI, ... , Xn) 2 . We can replace XI by eiXI; (eiXI, X2, ... , Xn) = 
(XI, ... ' Xn) mod (XI, ... ' Xn)2' since eiXi = (1 - Ew>I ew)Xi =xi - 2....:: ewXi, 
and each ewXi E (XI. ... , Xn) 2 for w > 1 since a*(ewXi) = awewXi. Therefore 
e1XI, ... , Xn generate AD as a k-algebra. Replacing each Xi by eiXi in turn, we can 
assume that each Xi is an eigenvector for the IF;-action, in the sense that 
for all a E IF;. 
Since 1r* induces the zero endomorphism of (XI, ... , Xn)/(XI, ... , Xn) 2 by def-
inition of its strict action, and since it commutes with ~ *, we can apply Corollary 
2.3. 7 to see that 
7rloe* xi = L aj,lx{ 
j,l>O 
for each i, on Aloe, where each aj,l E k. Since Ng is generated as a k-vector space 
by Xf 1 , ••• , X!tn, and since the action of 1r* on A 1oe determines the action of 1r* on 
AD up toNg, 7rD* xi is also given by 
D*X - "" ' xp' 7r i - ~ aj,l j , 
j,l>O 
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Since 1r*n:* = n:*1r* for a generating IF~, it follows that each exponent of Xj must 
be 1 modulo q- 1 (since n:* xr = n:Pn xr and n:* Xi = n:Xi on the left hand side). 
Hence the only possible exponents of Xj are solutions p1 of the congruence 
which implies that p1 is a power of q by Lemma 2.7.1. Hence 
for new constants aj,1. In particular, 1r* factors through qth power Frobenius, since 
k is perfect. 
Finally, consider the k-module NH which is the ideal (X(1 ' .•. 'x~an) in AI>. If 
a E IF~ generates, then n:*(X(;) = n:Pa; X(;; by strictness, this must be equal to 
aX(;, so pa; = 1 mod q- 1; by Lemma 2.7.1, this implies that pa; is actually a 
power of q. 
Hence ea<:;h power of pin our algebra description is actually a power of q, proving 
the result. D 
2.8 Frobenius and Verschiebung 
As has already been shown, the classical functor V is trivial on DGk,u; in this 
section we introduce a strict replacement, V n, in the following sense: classically in 
the category of k-group schemes (fork of characteristic p > 0), there is a factorisation 
[p] = F o V = V o F. 
We show that 1r* can be factorised as 
where F n is qth power Frobenius. This factorisation lies at the heart of our Dieu-
donne theory, and provides the obvious link between our theory and the classical 
one. 
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Definition 2.8.1. We can define a functorial morphsim F 7r from DGk to DGk: on 
Q = (Spec A, Spec At>, ig), F! = pr (so F! is qth power Frobenius), and F acts on 
the k-algebra At>. Similarly F7r = pr on A (which makes F7r a morphism in DGk)· 
F 7r commutes with multiplication 1:::!.. since all morphisms commute with Frobenius, 
up to a twist k - k.. Similarly, F 7r commutes with any morphism f : Q - 1-l. for 
1-l. E DGk, so F 7r is functorial. 
Lemma 2.8.2. There is a natural extension ofF 7r to DG'k,o· 
Proof The action of tJ on Q = (Spec A, Spec At>, ig) E DG'k,o is by endomorphisms; 
clearly endomorphisms commute with any power of Frobenius up to a twist k- k, 
so diagram (1.6.1) commutes; the only remaining thing to check is that on the base 
change of Q by ar: k- k, tJ acts 'by scalars'. On i E IN/ I~., we know that o E tJ 
acts by o*a = oa; on k Q9 IA•f I~. (!A• twisted by ar), o acts as multiplication by 
o Q9 1 (where we define o to be the image of o in k under the morphism tJ - k), 
so it sends 1 Q9 a to 1 Q9 a-roa = 1 Q9 oa since 8 E IFq, on which ar (the qth power 
map) is the identity, which is equal to o* ( 1 Q9 a) = 1 Q9 oa. Hence the tJ action is 
'by scalars' on k Q9 I A• /I~.; similarly it follows that its action on k Q9 Ng is also 'by 
scalars'; therefore F 1r(Q) E DG'k,o· D 
Proposition 2.8.3. To each Q = (Spec A, Spec At>, ig) E DG'k,o, we can associate 
a 'unique morphism V 7r : Q - Q(q- 1 ) in HomDc· (Q, Q(q- 1)), such that we have the 
k,(J 
following factorisation of 1r* : 
Further, V 7r is functorial. In other words, the diagram 
g 1 1-l. -----t 
lv~ lv~ (2.8.1) 
-(q-1) 
g(q-1) f H.(q-1) ~ 
commutes for all objects Q, 1-l. E DG'k 0 and all morphisms f : Q - 1-l. in DG'k tJ. 
' ' 
Proof. It suffices to assume Q is minimal, since every Q E DG'k,o is isomorphic to a 
minimal Q via a two-sided isomorphism, by Proposition 1. 5.11. 
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By Lemma 1.8. 7, g ~go x get; since Frobenius is invertible on get and nilpotent 
on g 0 , 1r*(A10c) c Aloe and 1r*(Aet) C Aet; similarly for F1r· Therefore it will suffice 
to define our morphism V 7r on get and go separately. 
On Aet, F1r : k 0 A ---t A is surjective; this follows since Aet is etale, and since 
k is perfect (so O'r is surjective on it). Therefore it is bijective, hence invertible as 
a morphism of Hopf algebras. Let F7r-l : Aet ---t k 0 Aet denote its inverse. F;1 
commutes with the 0'-action on Aet since it's the inverse of F1r, which commutes 
with the 0'-action by construction. 
Then we define V7r to be the endomorphism of Aet given by F7r-1 o 1r* = 1r* o F1r- 1. 
Clearly this morphism commutes with F7r; it commutes with the 0'-action on Aet 
since F;1 does, and V7r o F1r = F7r o V1r = 1r*, so V1r (on Aet) has all the required 
properties. 
By the previous Theorem, 
Further, a* Xi = aXi for a E IF~, and 1r* factors through qth power Frobenius. 
Explicitly 7r* : AIJ ---t Ab is described by 
7r* xi = 2.::: aj,lxt 
j 
for some constants aj,l E k depending on i, where l > 0 for alll. The map 7r* : Aloe ---t 
Aloe is simply the reduction of this modulo the kernel of the map ig : AIJ ---t Aloe. 
We can define a morphism V 7r : g(q) ---t g in DGic,o by 
for each Xi, with the obvious restriction to A10e. It's obvious that V 7r commutes 
with the action of a E IF~ C 0', and with ~ *, and also obvious that 7r* = F 7r o V 7r. 
From this last statement it follows that V 7r commutes with 7r*. 
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Our choice of Vn !Aloe is unique: by Corollary 2.3.7, 
Vn(Xi) = I>j,l®Xj', 
j,l 
for some coefficients bj,l E k. Since Vn commutes with a*-action, for any a E IFq, 
we know that each power p1 must be congruent to 1 mod q - 1. Therefore we can 
apply Lemma 2.7.1 to conclude that 
Vn(Xi) = L, Cj,l 0 xf' 
j,l 
for some coefficients Cj,l E k, such that l < ej, and for each i. Any Vn to v;: 
j,l j 
must satisfy Fn o Vn = 7r*, and 
implies that each Cj,l is equal to aj,l· 
Note that we could have chosen any other lift of v,:oc to v; as a morphism of 
algebras A~ ---+ A~, provided it commutes with the tJ -action. However, since the 
difference of any two such morphisms v;, v;~ in HomDck O'(Q, g<q- 1)) is trivial on 
Aloe, the difference is the trivial morphism in HomDc· (Q, Q) by construction of k,O' 
morphisms in the category DGf.: tJ; therefore V n is uniquely defined as a morphism 
, 
in DGf.: tJ· , 
We have defined a family morphisms V n : Q(q"') ---+ g(q"'- 1 ) for each x E Z by 
twisting g and Q(q- 1 ), and by a slight abuse of notation, we can write 
Taking the product of Vn on Aloe and Aet gives a morphism A---+ A. 
To prove that V n is functorial, we need to prove that the diagram (2.8.1) com-
mutes with all morphisms f: g---+ 1i in DGf.:,tJ· Let 1-{ = (Spec B, Spec Bl>, i?t), and 
assume (by Theorem 2.7.2) that Bloc rv k[Y1 , ... , Ym]f I a, with !:::..*(Yi) = Yi®1+10Yi 
and a*Yi = aYi for a E IFq. It suffices to establish that Vn of= f o Vn on A, since 
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any two morphisms in DG'k tJ differing only in their image in H0 and not in H are 
' 
identified, by construction of DGk,tJ· On A et, this follows since it is F; 1 o n*, and 
both of these morphisms have this property. 
The morphism B - Aloe factors through Bloc, as Frobenius is invertible on Bet 
and nilpotent on B 10c. By Corollary 2.3.7, the morphism is given on the level of 
coordinates by 
j,l 
for some aj,l E k. By compatibility with tJ, each power p1 must be congruent to 1 
mod q- 1; by Lemma 2.7.1, each power of pis actually a power of q. Hence 
l(Yi) = L bj,txi 
j,l 
for some bj,l E k, since Ng = (Xf 1 , ••• , xtn ), and j 0 is determined by f up toNg. 
It follows that v; 0 f 0 and f 0 0 v; differ by linear combinations of qxth powers of 
Xi, for various x. Since n* of = f on*, it follows that this difference is annihilated 
by qth power Frobenius; but the only qxth powers of Xi which are annihilated by 
F! are xt E Ng; therefore the difference between v; o l and l o v; lies in Ng, 
and hence poe and v;oc commute on the level of B 1oc and Aloe. 
Therefore their difference is a morphism g - 1-t which induces the trivial mor-
phism Spec Bloc - Spec Aloe ; by definition of morphisms in the category DGk,tJ, 
the difference between V 7T and 7 is zero in Hom DC" (Q, 7-t), so they commute. 
k,l! 
Hence V 7T and 7 commute for all 7 E DG'k,tJ and g, 1-t E DGk,tJ; therefore V 7T is 
functorial in the category DG'k fJ· 
' 
0 
Proposition 2.8.4. If Q, 1-t E DGic,fJ are connected, any morphism f : F(Q) -
F(H) which commutes with V1T and IFq C tJ-action lifts to a morphism 7: g- 1-t 
in DGic,fJ· 
Proof. By Theorem 2. 7.2, we can assume 
g =(Spec A, SpecA0, ig) and 1-t =(Spec B, Spec B 0, irt), 
with A rv k[X1, ... , Xn]/ IA, B "' k[Y1, ... , Ym)/ Is, Aloe "' A, B 1oc !::::::! 
k[X1, ... , Xn]/ IA(X1, ... , Xn), Bo rv k(Y1, ... , YmJ/ Is(Yl, ... , Ym), where 
I _ (Xqe1 Xqen) A- 1 '· · ·' n 
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and 
e' ' I _ (Yq 1 yqem ) B- 1 ,. · ·' m 
and ~*(Xi)= Xi 01 + 10Xi, and ~*(Yi) = Yi 01 + 10 }'i. Further, a*(Xi) = aXi, 
and a*Yi = a}'i, for a E lFq. f is given by setting f(Yi) equal to a linear combination 
l 
of Xiq for various i and l, and clearly lifts to a map /P with the same properties. 
Since j(V1r1'i) = V1rf(Yi), and therefore the difference between f 11 (V:Yi) and v:l(Yi) 
is in the ideal IA. Applying F1r (which is v7r and ! 11 linear) to both sides annihilates 
this difference, from which it follows that / 11 is 7r* compatible, and therefore f lifts 
to f as required. D 
Corollary 2.8.5. If g, 1i E DGj. tJ' any morphism f : F(Q) ~ F('H) which com-
, 
mutes with V1r and IFq C tJ-action lifts to a morphism f: g ~ 1i in DGj. tJ· 
' 
Proof. By Lemma 1.8.7, we have decompositions g ~get X go and 1i rv 'Het X 1i0 : 
Since F is invertible on etale k-group schemes and nilpotent on connected k-group 
schemes, it suffices to prove that the induced morphisms F(get) ~ F('Het) and 
F(Q0 ) ~ F('H0 ) lift to morphisms get ~ 'Het and go~ 1i0 . 
By Proposition 1.5.11, it suffices to assume that get = (F(get), Speck, i) and 
'Het = (F('Het), Speck, i); in this case, it's clear that any morphism F(Qet) ~ 
F('Het) lifts. 
Any morphism F(Q0 ) ~ F('H0 ) lifts by the preceding Proposition; therefore the 
result follows. D 
2.9 The Dieudonne anti-equivalence 
In this section we prove the anti-equivalence Theorem 2.9.8, which establishes an 
anti-equivalence of categories between DGk,tJ and the category of modules of finite 
length over a certain ring. 
Remark 2.9.1. Since V = 0 on F(g) for all g E DGic,tJ by Theorem 2.5.1, the 
Dieudonne module associated to F(g) by (2.3.1) is M(F(Q)) = Hom(F(Q), Ga), as 
Ga = KerV: Wn ~ Wn for all n. 
We use this observation throughout this final section. 
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We now define our Dieudonne ring, which will be the analogue of the usual 
Dieudonne ring D k. 
Definition 2.9.2. Let :;gk be the non-commutative ring of k[[1r]] together with op-
erations F'Tr and V'Tr satisfying the following relations: 
aV'Tr for a E k 
Let (DModh be the category of :;gk-modules of finite length. 
Remark 2.9.3. On P E (DMod)k multiplication by a E IF'q (sending mE P to am) 
is a k[[7r]][F7r, V7r]-linear morphism (hence a morphism in (DModh). 
This is analogous to multiplication by a E IF P being an endomorphism of classical 
Dieudonne modules, although multiplication by arbitrary a E k is not a F-linear 
endomorphism of classical Dieudonne modules, because aP =/= a in general. 
Let Q E DG'k,tJ· Hom(F(Q), Ga) (in the category of group schemes) is a k-module 
in the sense of classical Dieudonne theory via the action of k on Ga given by scalar 
multiplication. 
There's also a composition 
IF'q C tJ ~ EndQ 
by definition of Q E DG'k tJ, which restricts to a map IF'q ~ EndF(Q); this map 
' 
induces a homomorphism of rings 
by composition, which we will denote by a t-t a* E Hom(F(Q), Ga) for a E IF'q. 
Therefore we may apply Lemma 2.6.4 to get a decomposition of k-modules 
Hom(F(Q), Ga) ~ E9 Hom(F(Q), Ga)x; 
i 
such that, on v E Hom(F(Q), Ga)x;, a*v = Xi(a)v = aP;v, where Xi : lFq- k is the 
function defined in §2.6. 
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Lemma 2.9.4. Let Q, H E DGi.: 0 , and 7 E HomDG* (9, H). Then the induced l k,tJ 
morphism of Dieudonne modules M(F(f)) : Hom(F(H), Ga) - Hom(F(g), Ga) 
induces a morphism Hom(F(H), Ga)xo - Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo. 
Proof. Let cp E Hom(F(H), Ga)xo C Hom(F(g), Ga) = M(F(Q)). We need to prove 
that a*(cpoF(f)) = a(cpoF(f)) for all a E lFq· But a*(cpoF(f)) = cpoF(f) oF(a*) 
by definition, cp o F(f) o F(a*) = cp o F(a*) o F(f) since 7 E HomDG* (9, H), and 
k,(J 
acp o F(a*) = cp o F(a*) as cp E Hom(F(H), Ga)x0 , so the result follows. 0 
Corollary 2.9.5. Let g = (G, Gb, i) E DG'k,o· Then there is a homomorphism of 
rmgs 
gJk- End Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo· 
Therefore Hom(F(g), Ga)xo E (DMod)k. 
We deduce that the map 
is a functor from DG'k,o to (DMod)k, which we will denote by M'(Q). 
Proof. By definition of Q, there is a homomorphism of rings {J = 1Fq[[7r]]- EndQ; 
by the preceding lemma, this induces a homomorphism of rings 
{J- End Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo· 
It suffices to prove that this homomorphism extends to !?Jk· Clearly F 11" and V 11" 
act on g as endomorphisms. By definition, the action of 1Fq on Hom(F(g), Ga)xo 
via its action on F(g) extends to an action of k on Hom(F(g), Ga)xo via its action 
on Ga; F1r and V1r are ar -linear and a-r -linear respectively, where a is pth power 
Frobenius, by definition of F1r and Vn. 
Therefore Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo E (DModh. 
By the preceding lemma, any morphism 7: g - H induces a morphism of k-
modules M'(H) - M'(g); since any morphism g- His compatible with {J = k[[1r]] 
by definition, and V n and F n are functors in DGi.:,o, they also commute with 7, and 
we see by construction of M' (1) that it is gJk-linear. Hence M' is a functor. 0 
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Lemma 2.9.6. Let g E DG'k,tJ· Then Homk(F(Q), Ga) is generated as a Dk-
module by its k-submodule Homk(F(Q), Ga)xo· Further, pi : Homk(F(Q), Ga)xo -----+ 
Homk(F(g), Ga)x; is an isomorphism of k-modules for all i < r. 
Proof. If F(Q) is etale, this is obvious: the restriction of pi : Homk(F(Q), Ga)xo -----+ 
Homk(F(Q), Ga)x; is an isomorphism for all i, as P is an isomorphism of etale 
Dieudonne modules. 
If G = F(g) is connected, G ~ Spec k[X 1, ... , Xn]/ (Xf 1 , ••• , Xfn ), with co-
multiplication b.*(Xi) =Xi® 1 + 1 ®Xi, and a*(Xi) = aXi for all i, by Theorem 
2.7.2. 
fi (T) = Xi for all j define a series of group scheme homomorphisms such that 
a* fj* = afJ; therefore they're in Homk(G, Ga)xo· By Corollary 2.3.7, any f E 
Homk(F(Q), Ga) is simply a linear combination of powers of P acting on each fi; 
therefore Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo generates Hom(G, Ga) as a Dk-module. Hence each 
pi : Hom( G, Ga)xo -----+ Hom( G, Ga)x; is surjective. 
The fact that pi : Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo -----+ Hom(F(Q), Ga)x; is injective for i < r 
and g connected follows since any f E Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo is given by a homomor-
phism sending the parameter of Ga to a sum of pxth powers of Xi, 
for some aj,l E k. Since, by definition, IFq acts 'by scalars' on any homomorphism 
in Hom(F(Q), Ga)x0 , each pi is congruent to 1 mod q- 1; by Lemma 2.7.1, each 
power pi is actually a power of q: 
Lbj,1xt 
i,j 
for different coefficients bj,l, such that l < ai. Since the ideal defining our algebra is 
(Xf 1 , ••• , Xfn), and (Xf)Pi ~ (Xfj) fori < r where q = pr, pi does not send any 
such homomorphism to zero; therefore pi : Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo -----+ Hom(F(Q), Ga)x; 
is injective. 
Since it is also surjective, it follows that it is an isomorphism for all i < r. 
Since g Co! get x go by Lemma 1.8.7, the result follows. D 
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Corollary 2.9.7. Let Q, 1t E DGic (J· Then any f' E Hom'2lk(M'(1t), M'(Q)) lifts to 
' 
a unique morphism f E Hom0 k(M(F(1t)), M(F(Q))), in the sense that the follow-
ing diagram is commutative 
M'(1t) !' ~ M'(Q) 
1 1 
M(F(1t)) ~ M(F(Q)) 
where the vertical arrows are the obvious inclusions of k-modules. 
Proof. f is clearly unique if it exists at all, since by the lemma, M(F(1t)) is deter-
mined as a Dk-module by M'(1t); since any f must be Dk-1inear, this determines it 
completely. 
We now prove existence of f. pi : Hom(F(Q), Ga)xo -+ Hom(F(Q), Ga)x; is an 
isomorphism of k-modules by the lemma; therefore it is invertible as a map of k-
modules, and we can define f(xi) = (Fi of' o p-i)(xi) for all xi E Hom(F('H), Ga)x; 
and i < r where pr = q; clearly the morphism defined in this way is F and V-linear, 
and therefore it is a map of Dk-modules, as required. 0 
Theorem 2.9.8. Let M' be the functor given by 
Then M' is an anti-equivalence of categories. 
Proof. By Freyd's Theorem ( [GM99, §2, Theorem 1.13]), it's enough to prove that 
M' is 
1. fully faithful, and 
2. surjective. 
First, we prove M' is fully faithful. Consider the map 
M': HomDc• (Q, 1t)-+ Hom.'l!k(M'(1t), M'(Q)). k,tJ 
Suppose that f: Q-+ 1t maps to zero in Hom'21k(M'(1t), M'(Q)). By Corollary 2.9.7, 
this trivial morphism lifts to a unique morphism M(F(1t))-+ M(F(Q)) which must 
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be the trivial one; by construction of M'; applying the classical anti-equivalence of 
Theorem 2.3.1, this corresponds to the trivial morphism F(f) : F(Y) ---t F('H). 
Hence by construction of M', 7 induces the trivial morphism F(l) : Q ---t 'H. But 
such morphisms are themselves trivial by construction of morphisms in our category 
DG'k,o; therefore 7 is the trivial morphism. Hence M' is injective on morphisms. 
To see that M' is also surjective on morphisms, let f' E Hom~k (M'('H), M'(Q)). 
f' lifts to a unique morphism f: M(F('H)) ---t M(F(Q)) by Corollary 2.9.7; by the 
Dieudonne anti-equivalence, this morphism of Dk-modules comes from a morphism 
of k-group schemes F(Y) ---t F('H). 
By the explicit construction of the morphism f given in Corollary 2.9. 7, f 
Hom(F('H), Ga)x; ---t Hom(F(Q), Ga)x; is equal to pi of' o p-i. 
Similarly, the endomorphisms V1r of M'('H) and M'(Q) lift by Corollary 2.9.7 
to endomorphisms pi o V1r o p-i of Hom(F(Y), Ga)xi and Hom(F('H), Ga)x;· V1r 
commutes with f' as f' is .Pk-linear, and therefore (Pi o V1r o p-i) and (Fi of' o p-i) 
commute for each i. 
By construction, the endomorphism of M(F(Y)) = Hom(F(Y), Ga) induced by 
the action of V11' on M' (Y) is that obtained by composing homomorphisms F(Y) ---t 
Ga with F(V11'): F(Y) ---t F(Q), and therefore is equal to M(F(V7r)), and similarly 










Since M' is an anti-equivalence of categories by Theorem 2.3.1, it follows that 







Therefore our morphism F(Q) ---t F('H) is V1r-linear. 
Since f(Hom(F('H), Ga)xJ C Hom(F(Y), Ga)x; by construction of f, f com-
mutes with the induced action of F(a*), for all a E lFq: a* acts on both k-modules 
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as multiplication by the scalar aP;, by definition. This action of a* on M ( :F(Q)) and 
M(:F(H)) is the action induced by :F( a*) on :F(Q) and F(H) respectively, by Corol-
lary 2.9.7; therefore our morphism :F(Q) -+ :F(H) is also F(a*)-linear. Since any 
morphism of k-group schemes is F-linear by definition (and hence F1r-linear), we can 
apply Corollary 2.8.5, which says that it lifts to a morphism 1 E Homvc• (g, 1-l). 
k,tJ 
By construction, M(:F{f)) = f, and by definition, M'(f) is the restriction off 
to M'(:F(H)), which is/'; therefore 1 maps to/', and our functor M' is surjective 
on morphisms, hence fully faithful. 
Finally, we have to prove surjectivity of M' on objects: that to every module 
W' E (DMod)k, we can construct some g E DG'k,tJ such that M'(Q) = W'. 
The first step is to define a Dk-module P via 
(as k-modules) where Wi = W' for all i, and we define F : Wi -+ Wi+1 to be the 
identity morphism for i < r- 1, and F: Wr_ 1 -+ W0 by F(w) = F1rw for all 
wE Wr-1· 
We define V = 0 on all Wi· The action of a* (for a E lFq) on W' lifts uniquely 
to a Dk-linear endomorphism of W by Corollary 2.9.7; similarly V7r on W' lifts to a 
Dk-linear endomorphism of W. 
By Theorem 2.3.1, our Dk-module W is equal to M(G), for some G E Grk, 
equipped with endomorphisms induced by lFq and v7r. 
We must prove that there is some g E DGic,tJ such that :F(Q) = G. 
Since we have the decomposition G ~ cet X G0 by Proposition 2.3.5 of G into a 
product of etale and connected subgroup schemes, it suffices to prove 
1. that there is some get E DGk,tJ such that F(Qet) = G, and 
2. that there is some go E DGk,tJ such that F(Q0 ) = cc. 
For Get, this is obvious: we can take the triple get = (Get, Speck, i) E DG k, 
together with the endomorphisms induced by lFq and V7r: [p] = 0 on Get since V = 0 
on its Dieudonne module. This gives a homomorphism of rings tJ -+ End get, and 
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since tget = 0 and Nget = 0, this suffices to define an object get E DC'k,o with the 
required properties. 
For C0 , we can consider its Dieudonne module W. Applying Proposition 2.3.5, 
it has generators m1, ... , m1, satisfying relations Vmi = 0 and pa;mi = 0, for some 
integers ai. Since it's generated as a Dk-module by its k-submodule W0 , we can 
assume that mi E W0 for all mi. By construction, pr = F1r on W, and all relations 
pa;mi = 0 factor through Fr, since pi lwo has no kernel fori< r, by construction 
of W. Therefore each ai divides r. 
By Corollary 2.3.6, the algebra of C0 has a presentation 
(2.9.1) 
with .6.* Xi= Xi@ 1 + 1@ Xi, where bi = adr for all i. 
IFq acts 'by scalars' on each mi E W0 ; since each mi can be identified with the 
homomorphism C0 --+ Ga sending the parameter of Ga to Xi by the Dieudonne 
anti-equivalence, the induced action of IF q on Xi is also by scalar multiplication. 
If we let Ab = k[X1, ... , Xn]/(Xt, ... , xtn)(XI, ... , Xn), we get a triple go= 
(Spec A, Spec Ab, i) E DSk, which lifts to a triple in DCk by Proposition 1.5.7. We 
can define a* Xi = Xi for all a E IF q, and v: to be any lifting of V1r; if we define 
1r* = F1r o V1r, this defines 1r* uniquely, since F1r(Ngo) = 0. Therefore we have an 
endomorphism of rings 0 --+ Endvc"' go, and since 0 clearly acts 'by scalars' on 
tgo and Ngo, we have defined an object go E DC';.,0 , which by construction satisfies 
M(F(Q)) = W, and M'(g) = W0 . Hence M' is surjective on objects. 
Therefore M is an anti-equivalence of categories. 0 
Appendix A 
Basic and Auxiliary Results 
In this section R is a commutative noetherian ring. The following result is adapted 
from exercises in [Wei94]. 
Lemma A.l. Any finitely generated fiat R-module, M, is locally free. 
Proof. Let P be a prime ideal of R. It's easy to see that Mp .= M 0n Rp is a flat 
Rp-module. Pick a minimal set mll ... , mn of generators of Mp, and define a map 
of Rp-modules R/g,n ~ M by sending the ith generator of R/19n to mi. We have 
an exact sequence 
0- K- R/19n ~ Mp - 0. 
K = Kerf is finitely generated since R is noetherian. Tensoring with Rp I Pp gives 
a long exact sequence 
of Rpl Pp-modules. By Nakayama's Lemma, the images of m 1 , ... , mn in Mp 0 
Rpl Pp ~ Mpl Pp are a set of minimal generators of Mpl Pp, and since Rpl Pp is a 
field, 7 is an isomorphism. TorfP ( M pI Rp I Pp) = 0 since M p is a flat Rp-module, 
and therefore K0Rp1Pp ~ KIPpK is zero. Hence by Nakayama's Lemma, K = 0, 
and therefore R/19n rv Mp, so Mp is free. D 
Lemma A.2. Suppose that R = m0 ~ m1 ... and R = n0 ~ n1 ... are filtrations of 
R by ideals, such that 
77 
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1. for each nj there is an mi such that mi C nj, and 
2. for each mj there is an ni such that ni C mj, 
then there is a natural isomorphism Rm ~ Rn· 
Proof. This is the content of [Eis95, Lemma 7.14]. D 
Lemma A.3. Let M be an R-module possessing a finite-length composition series 
of length n: 
M = Mo ~ M1 ~ · · · ~ Mn = {0}, 
so that each quotient Md Mi+1 is non-zero and simple. Then any surjection f 
M - M is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then let K be the (non-trivial) kernel of our surjection, 
and consider the series 
Ml K :.._ M0 /(M0 n K) ~ MI/(M1 n K) ~ · · · ~ Mni(Mn n K) = {0} 
in which each successive subquotient is simple. 
Since Mn n K = {0}, and M n K = K ~ {0}, there is some i such that 
MinK= {0}, but Mi-l n K ~ {0}. Since (Mi-l n K)I(Mi n K) is non-trivial, and 
also a sub module of the simple module Mi-d Mi via the inclusion Mi-l n K C Mi-l, 
we have an isomorphism (Mi-l n K)IMi n K ~Mi-d Mi. 
Hence (Mi-d(Mi_ 1nK))I(Md(MinK)) ~ {0}. Hence we can get a composition 
series for M I K of length m < n, by removing identical terms from the above 
sequence. 
Since the map f' : M I K - M induced by f is an isomorphism, our composition 
series for M I K of length m maps to a composition series for M of length m < n 
under f'. 
But by a standard result [Eis95, Theorem 2.13], every composition series of M 
is of length n; therefore we have a contradiction. 
It follows that K = {0}, hence f is injective, hence an isomorphism. 
D 
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